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Consultation Process
Introduction
This Consultation Statement has been prepared to fulfil the legal obligations of the Neighbourhood
Plan Regulation 2012 in respect of the Kingswood Neighbourhood Development Plan (KNDP).
The legal basis of this Consultation Statement is provided by Section 15(2) of Part 5 of the
2012 Neighbourhood Planning Regulations, which requires that a consultation statement should:


Contain details of the persons and bodies who were consulted about the proposed
neighbourhood development plan;



Explain how they were consulted;



Summarise the main issues and concerns raised by the persons consulted; and



Describe how these issues and concerns have been considered and, where relevant addressed
in the proposed neighbourhood development plan.

The policies contained in the KNDP are as a result of considerable interaction and consultation with
the community and businesses within the parish of Kingswood. KPC together with members of the
community completed a Village Design Statement (VDS) Environmental Character Assessment (ECA)
and a Conservation Area Statement (CAS) as part of the evidence for the KNDP. All of these
documents were adopted by Stroud District Council’s Environment Committee in December 2014.
On the 19th June 2014 the parish of Kingswood was conferred with the status of Neighbourhood
under the Localism Act 2011 and Part 2 of the Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012.
KPC and members of the community started work on the KNDP in April 2015. The work on KNDP has
been overseen and coordinated by the KNDP Group which was formed to lead on its production.
The KNDP Group appointed planning and highways consultants to help them in the compilation of
the plan. The group also worked with Gloucestershire Rural Community Council on KNDP. The views
of the community were sought and from this process the Vision and Objectives (page 9 of the KNDP)
were formulated and subsequently therefore form the basis for the key policies set out in pages 12 –
64 of the KNDP. Non policy actions and usages that were identified as part of the KNDP process
are set out on pages 82-89.
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Organisational structure of the NDP
The KNDP has been prepared after extensive community involvement and engagement. The KNP
Group has reflected the views of the community of the need for well-designed development
principally to address local needs, along with the provision of community infrastructure.
The structure put in place was a small Steering Group made up of members of the KPC
and interested members of the community leading on work across the range of themes that
formed the basis of the draft NDP. The Steering Group met regularly and the
minutes of meetings were made available on the KNP website http://www.knp.btck.co.uk/ and on
KPC’s web site https://community.stroud.gov.uk/default.asp?pid=54
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Public Events and Consultation Activities
Event

Date

Summary
of
responses

Purpose of Event

Venue

Attendees
/Distribution

Flyers to all
households

Parish Council
Magazine

Parish
Council
Notice board

Website

Facebook

Annual Parish
Meeting

20/04/2015

See
Appendix 9

To inform the community of
the start of the NDP and to
seek more volunteers.

Kingswood Village
Hall

Community

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Kingswood
Church Fete

20/06/2015

See
Appendix 7

Amercombe High
Street

Community

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Kingswood
Showday

5/09/2015

See
Appendix 8

Kingswood Playing
Field

Community

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Housing Needs
Survey
Renishaw
Housing Needs
Survey
Kathryn Lady
Berkeley (KLB )
Travel Survey

July 2015

KNP Web
site
KNP Web
Site

To Inform the community of
the NDP and to get their
views on key areas
To Inform the community of
the NDP and to get their
views on key areas
To ascertain the housing
need for the parish
To ascertain the housing
need of Renishaw
employees
To ascertain the travel
patterns of pupils and staff
at the secondary school
located over the parish
border in Wotton Under
Edge
To compare the
sustainability of new
development compared to
older development

N/A

Community

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

Renishaw

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

Staff and Pupils
(KLB)

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

To assess the level of vehicle
movements
To review the evidence
forming the basis of need for
community Facilities

The village

Chestnut Park,
Tyndale View,
Somerset Close
and Golden
Walk
Key routes
VILLAGE
Village
Organisations

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

July 2015

KNP web site

Sustainability
Survey

KNP Web
site

Travel Survey

KNP Web
site
See
Appendix 6

Community
Facilities
Consultation

26/06/2015

Kingswood Village
hall
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Examples of the various publicity material is available to view on at Appendix 5and 6 and on the
KNP website http://www.knp.btck.co.uk/NDPAgendasDocumentsNewsletters/Newsletters

Stakeholder consultations
Throughout the process, The Steering Group worked closely with Stroud District Council (SDC) and
Gloucestershire County Council (GCC). Meetings were held with officers from SDC and GCC to
address matters pertaining housing and highways. There was also an ongoing dialogue to discuss
early drafts of the Neighbourhood Plan. The KNP Group submitted a formal screening request
regarding the need for a Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) of the draft SNP in October
2015. SDC provided its formal response in January 2016, stating that an SEA was not
required. A copy of the full Screening Decision is included as part of the supporting evidence base.

Engaging with hard-to-reach groups
There were no specific groups that were felt to be under-represented throughout the process.
The working group ensured that there were a variety of methods used for engagement. This was to
ensure that all age groups and those who did not have had access to the internet were included.
Attendance at the engagement events was from a wide cross section of the community that broadly
represented the demographic mix of Kingswood.

Regulation 14 Pre Submission Consultation
The draft KNDP was finalised in September and endorsed by KPC in its September meeting. The
Regulation 14 pre submission consultation ran for 6 weeks from Monday 12th October and ended on
the 27th November 2015. See letter Appendix 4
Publicity








A news letter was sent to all houses within the parish See appendix 5
Notification of the consultation was sent to statutory and non- statutory consultees by email
or by letter is no email address available. See Appendix 4
Posters advertising the consultation were displayed throughout the parish
Hard copies of the draft NDP were made available in the Pub and the gym
KNDP Facebook advertised the consultation and provided a link
Two public consultation events were held to answer questions on the draft NDP
Links to the draft NDP were made available on KPC’s web site and on the KNDP’s website
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Regulation 14 Pre Submission Consultation Responses and Feedback
A summary of representations received during the Regulation 14 consultation for the PreSubmission KNDP is included at Appendix 3, broken down by respondent and where possible the
section of the NDP being referred to. Also included is the record of any action taken by the KNDP
Steering Group preparing the Plan in response to these comments.
Officers at Stroud District Council also provided detailed commentary and advice on the policies in
the Draft KNDP which have been taken into account as part of reviewing and updating the Plan prior
to submission.
Three substantial representations were received from developers with interests in the
Neighbourhood Area: Gladman Developments, Persimmon Homes (Severn Valley) and Crest
Nicholson. These are included in full as separate Appendixes to this statement (Appendixes 10, 11
and 12 respectively). A schedule is also provided to break down individual elements of the
representations by policy or section of the KNDP where possible to allow these to be specifically
taken into account.
In summary the general concerns raised by the three developer representations are similar and
specifically related to the fact that the Neighbourhood Plan does not allocate sites for development.
Related issues highlight the need to identify land for market housing to enable the delivery of
affordable housing and secure funding towards infrastructure funding. The lack of any comparable
assessment of potential options for site allocation is also referenced. In response to these
representations, the KNDP Steering Group highlights that while it is possible for NDPs to allocate
sites for development, it is not always necessary to do so. SDC has shared evidence of overall
housing needs with the Steering Group and confirmed that the SDLP does not identify any
requirement to identify or allocate additional land for housing to meet the full objectively assessed
need for housing in the adopted Local Plan.
Policies SL1 and H1 from the Regulation 14 Draft have been revised to more clearly set out the role
and function of Kingswood and appropriate development opportunities to safeguard the role of the
settlement (Policies SL1 and SL2). Policy H2 from the Regulation 14 Draft has been revised (as Policy
SL3) to clarify that it relates to a mechanism looking to specifically provide for locally identified
affordable housing needs for those with a local connection. Policy GSC1 has been revised to clarify
how this would address the requirements and criteria for providing infrastructure and facilities
7

outside of Settlement Development Limits in appropriate circumstances, including where these
might be considered to enhance the role of the settlement as an exception to the settlement
hierarchy in the District Local Plan.

Housing Developers and Kingswood Parish
The KNDP was prepared at a time when developers were showing interest in building within
Kingswood. Kingswood Parish Council (KPC) engaged with the three companies who had expressed
an interest in Kingswood. This was Crest Nicholson, Gladman and Persimmon. KPC engaged with
each company as part of pre- consultation meeting . During this process KPC informed the
developers of the evolving KNDP. KPC also communicated with Taylor Wimpey on the evolving
KNDP as they were still developing a site in Kingswood during this time.

Regulation 15 Draft NDP
The working group took a period of time to review the response to the Reg .14 consultation
responses. During this time the group took advice from Neighbourhood Planning Independent
Examination Referral Service (NPIERS) on the draft NDP. The group worked through the comments
and made changes to the NDP accordingly. A further period of time elapsed whilst the group waited
the outcome of the Chestnut Park appeal. The Regulation 15 draft of the NDP was handed to the
Neighbourhood Plan Officer Ricardo Rios on 6th April 2016 at the Kingswood Annual Parish Meeting
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Appendix 2 -Table of Regulation 14 Consultees
Organisation

Organisation

Gloucestershire Fire and Rescue Service
Community Engagement
Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner for Gloucestershire
Gloucestershire County Council
Stroud District Council
Planning and Local Authority Liaison Department The Coal Authority
Homes and Communities Agency
Natural England
Environment Agency West Area Office
Historic England
Network Rail Infrastructure Limited
Highways England
Sharpness Port Authority
The Marine Management Organisation
Mono Consultants Ltd (acting on behalf of the Mobile Operator Association)
Mono Consultants Ltd (acting on behalf of the Mobile Operator Association)
02 (UK) Ltd (Telefonica UK Limited)
Above Net Communication UK ltd
AT&T Telecommunications
BT Group Plc
Orange Personal Communication Services Ltd
Telewest Communications (Cotswolds) Ltd
Tiscali UK Ltd
T-Mobile UK Ltd
Vodafone
NHS England Bath, Gloucestershire, Swindon and Wiltshire Area Team
NHS South West
Gloucestershire PCT
Director of Public Health for Gloucestershire
NHS Gloucester
Gloucestershire Health and Wellbeing Board
Western Power
Npower Centre
Wales and West Utilities

Wales and West Utilities
National Grid (c/o Amec)
AMEC Environment & Infrastructure Limited
British Gas Connections Ltd
ES Pipelines Ltd
SSE Pipelines Ltd
The Gas Transport Company Ltd
United Utilities Network Ltd
Severn Trent
Bristol Water Plc
Wessex Water
Gay-Glos
Campaign for the Protection of Rural England
Cotswold Conservation Board
Stroud Preservation Trust
National Trust (Stroud Centre)
Royal Society for the Protection of Birds
Severn Wye Energy Agency
Sport England
Sustrans
Campaign for Better Transport Charitable Trust
Gloucestershire Wildlife Trust
Stroud Youth Council
Cotswold Canals Trust
GlosREC(Racial Equality Council)
Equality South West Somerset College
Confederation of British Industry South West
Home Builders Federation
National Housing Federation
Federation of Small Businesses Cotswold Branch
Road Haulage Association
gfirst Local Enterprise Partnership
Stroud Chamber of Trade and Commerce
Allsorts
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National Grid (c/o Amec)
Royal Mail
Post Office Property Holdings
Charfield Parish Council
Hawkesbury Parish Council

Disability Rights UK
Carers Alliance Carers Gloucestershire
Adult Carers United
Gloucestershire Older Persons Association

Wotton Town Council
North Nibley Parish Council
Tortworth Parish Council
Wickwar Parish Council
Alderely Parish Meeting
John Cordwell County Councillor
South Gloucestershire Council
Cotswold District Council
Wotton Police
Renishaw
KLB School
Kingswood Primary School
Kingswood Village hall
KKaV
Kingswood Village Association
St Mary’s Church
Kingswood Congregational Chapel
Kingswood Football Club
Kingswood Cricket Club
Geoffrey Clifton Brown MP
David lessor Drainage SDC
Sara Macualley Lowe GRCC ROW
Neil Troughton GRCC Highway
Charles Parry GRCC Archaeology
David Loman Planning Officer
Michael Muston Planning Consultant Chestnut Appeal
Gladman
Persimmon
Crest Nicholson
Taylor Wimpey
Karen Coleman SDC Ecologist.
Stroud Valley’s Project
Royal Mail
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Appendix 3 Table 3 - List of Regulation 14 Consultee Comments and Response

Respondent

Representing

Comment

Topic

Action taken

Guestbook
Comments

Anonymous
Local Residents

a)"I would like the following to be included, or considered. The
Design of the houses in any new developments, if there must be any,
should be better and more closely looked at. The design of the
Chestnut park houses are very poor and all look the same and to
have come out of the same computer. This mistake was made in the
Bramley Close and Somerset Close. They are all the same or similar
design. Can we also protect the archaeology in our village not build
over it. Cannot wildlife be a separate and special point to consider I
have seen such a lot of wild life disappear from our fields and
hedgerows since moving to the village of Kings in 1972"
b) "I forgot to say that I fully support the emerging NDP and to thank
all those that have worked so very hard preparing it. Sorry I did not
spell Kingswood correctly in my e-mail but sometimes old fingers do
not work to well."
"I thoroughly support the Kingswood NDP, and would like to offer
my sincere thanks to all those involved in its development and
production. It is particularly important that we maintain a broad mix
of people, organisations, and businesses in the community of all ages
and types, and that we have an adequate infrastructure to support all
of these. "
We are unable to attend the consultation meeting on Saturday 14th
November between 2 p.m. and 4 p.m. at Kingswood Village Hall;
however, we would like it to be known that we both agree with the
vision that the Neighbourhood Development Plan sets out and
believe it reflects the wishes of the Parish.

Plan-wide

Checked that points
raised are covered in
relevant sections/
policies: no changes
required. Wildlife
point is covered in
supporting ECA.

Plan-wide/
Vision

Checked that point
raised is covered in
relevant sections/
policies: no changes
required.

Vision / General
Comment

No action required:
welcome support.

Resident

Local Residents
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Resident

Local Residents

As per our previous email correspondence I would like to formerly
acknowledge our agreement and support of all areas of the
Kingswood NDP.

Vision /
General
Comment

No action required:
welcome support.

Resident

SDC Principal
Planning
Officer

What a fantastic front cover – brilliant idea.
I’ve had a read through and it appears very comprehensive- I can
imagine how much time and effort this has taken!
I don’t have any comments to make other than positive ones.

Vision /
General
Comment

No action required:
welcome support
from a planning
professional.

Charles Parry

Archaeologist,
Observations regarding archaeology will be sent in due course as
Gloucestershire part of the County Council’s response; when these come back to you
County Council then my colleague Toby Catchpole would deal with any queries you
may have.

Policy CA3

No action required.
See GCC response
below.

Andrew Lord

Cotswold
Conservation
Board

Landscape
Character Evidence Base,
Policy
Justification and
Policy LA1

Welcome recognition
of the relevance of the
proximity to the
AONB.

Thank you for consulting the Cotswolds Conservation Board on your
Local Plan.
The Board is very supportive of the referencing to the existence of
the nationally protected AONB, Landscape Character Areas and
issues in relation to development outside but in the setting of the
AONB.
The Board has prepared a Position Statement on the preparation of
Neighbourhood Plans (see attached).
However, it would appear a significant part of the Parish (if not all)
lies outside the AONB. Therefore the attached Setting Position
Statement may be more relevant.
Accordingly, if there was an opportunity within the Neighbourhood
Plan we would recommend a cross reference both to the existence
of the Cotswolds AONB Management Plan and the Setting Position
Statement.
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Reference added to
supporting text to
highlight the role of
the Cotswolds AONB
Setting Position
Statement
Objectives of AONB
Position Statement
reviewed, in-particular
views of the AONB
from public places

Resident

Local Residents

a)Kingswood Parish Council not always upper case Capital,
sometimes all lower case and KPC comes up but doesn’t say what it
means. Just inconsistency.

General

General
b)It’s Abbey Gatehouse not Abbey Gateway.

c)The section about the 13 affordable homes for Renishaw
employees is unclear. Where it mentions Wotton and Charfield and
the proportions.
David Lesser

Water
Resource
Engineer,
Stroud District
Council

In policy FR1 “Development in areas of flood risk as identified by the
environment agency”: Technically everywhere is an area of flood
risk. The EA identifies three levels of risk, up to 1:100 is flood zone 3,
1:100 to 1:200 is flood zone 2 and over 1:200 to 1:1000 is flood zone
1 and covers everywhere else in the country. The wording should say
“Development in areas defined as flood zone 3 by the Environment
Agency”

Not permitting development in these areas would probably be
overridden by the planning inspectorate. Provided the development
was supported by an acceptable FRA which was able to demonstrate
that the development posed no increased risk to property outside
the development boundary and that the devilment was safe for
residents or users. In particular I would suggest you consider the
potential for development at the Renishaw New Mills site which
could be affected by such a rule. Perhaps you could refer the ban
specifically to residential development, that may provide some
13

Policy H2 and
supporting
evidence

Policy FR1 and
supporting
evidence

a)Style guide applied
to revised version
after consultation.
b)Correct name
imposed throughout.
c)Policy H2 (now SL3)
reworded to make this
clearer, equivalent
revisions to
supporting text.
Policy reworded in
line with CALM
Engineering advice to
include restriction on
development in Flood
Zones 2&3. See below.

Policy reworded to be
specific to residential
development.

leverage to ensure that employment was maintained at Abbey Mills
and Walkmill too.
I don’t see this as a reason to change what the parish council’s
objectives are but it is a warning as to what the effect of your policy
might be.
The national standards for SuDS are pretty minimal. I would suggest
that you refer to Gloucestershire County Council standards for SuDS
which are currently under development and will be far more robust
than the national standard. I appreciate your commitment to open
drainage channels and can assure you I will support you in this
objective. You will be pleased to hear it is also supported through
county council LFRMS (Local attached FYI)

Reference added to
Glos CC standards.
No action required.
Welcome support for
key element of
drainage policy from
professional expert.

I’m not really sure what you would like to say about weirs. A simple
ban on work on weirs would not be either practical or necessarily
beneficial. Certainly any development that might propose alteration
to weirs would need to be supported by evidence that the
alterations will not lead to increased flood risk to any property up or
downstream of the development. It might be sensible to add a
comment that should a development including an alteration to a
weir come forward it will need to include facility for fish and eel
passage to be incorporated.
Caroline
Murray

CALM
Engineering;
Drainage
Consultants to
KPC. Advice to
NDP Group on
response to
David Lesser’s
comments

Following on from David's comments on Flood Zones; it might be
worth adding to the policy to say that development will only be
permitted within flood zones 2 and 3 when all other sites at a lower
risk of flooding have been exhausted - application of the Sequential
and Exception tests in accordance with the NPPF. For example:
"Developments on greenfield sites that are defined as within Flood
Zone 3 (in accordance with the Environment Agency flood maps)
shall not be permitted. All other sites shall only be considered for
development following the application of the Sequential and
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Requirements
relevant to alteration
of weirs included in
Policy.

Policy FR1 and
supporting
evidence

Accepted this as
preferred wording for
response to David
Lesser comment.

(above)

Exception tests in accordance with the National Planning Policy
Framework on Flood Risk".
This enables any potential brownfield sites to be considered for
change of use/ redevelopment if the parish wishes to support this.
For clarity, the flood zone definitions are summarised below - as
David's comment was a little misleading. From Kingswood's
perspective we need only worry about the fluvial/ river flood
probability (highlighted in yellow). (Bold for the purposes of this
table)
Zone 1
Low Probability Land having a less than 1 in 1,000 annual
probability of river or sea flooding.
(Shown as ‘clear’ on the Flood Map – all land outside Zones 2 and 3)
Zone 2
Medium Probability Land having between a 1 in 100 and 1 in 1,000
annual probability of river flooding; or
Land having between a 1 in 200 and 1 in 1,000 annual probability of
sea flooding.
(Land shown in light blue on the Flood Map)
Zone 3a
High Probability Land having a 1 in 100 or greater annual
probability of river flooding; or
Land having a 1 in 200 or greater annual probability of sea flooding.
(Land shown in dark blue on the Flood Map)
Zone 3b
The Functional Floodplain This zone comprises land where water
has to flow or be stored in times of flood.
Local planning authorities should identify in their Strategic Flood Risk
Assessments areas of functional floodplain and its boundaries
accordingly, in agreement with the Environment Agency.
(Not separately distinguished from Zone 3a on the Flood Map)
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Resident

KKAV

KKaV would like warmly to congratulate the NDP team for creating
an exceptionally comprehensive and positive vision for the future of
our village. We recognise that the preparation of this document has
involved an enormous amount of hard and skillful work on the part
of a number of individuals, as well as the collection and analysis of a
considerable body of evidence. As an organisation that exists to
promote the collective life of the village, KKaV would therefore like
to express our deep gratitude to all those involved.

General

No action required.
Welcome considered
support from
organization with
large support base in
local community.

In responding to the consultation document, we would like to
express our strong support for the overall description of the unique
qualities of the village that introduces the Plan and for the objectives
that have guided the details of its preparation.
We agree with the Vision and its emphasis on the importance of Vision
sustaining the existing character of the village as a mixed settlement
with deep historic roots that are both industrial and agricultural.

No action required.
Welcome support.

We share the Plan’s emphasis on the importance of protecting the
outstanding visual setting of the village and the equal importance of
protecting the less visible, but no less real, community integration
that lies at the heart of Kingswood’s current popularity as a place to
live for young and old alike.
We applaud the Plan’s depiction of Kingswood as a dynamic,
integrated and living community for both work and leisure and the
importance therefore of protecting these unique qualities when
many other villages are either dying from lack of infrastructure
owing to an imbalanced population profile or losing their community
cohesion as a result of excessive housing development.
KKaV therefore broadly supports the plan for limited further housing Housing policies
development over the period of the Plan given that, having increased H1 and H2 and
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No action required.
Welcome support.

by 16 percent in recent years Kingswood already has the highest rate supporting
of housing growth in Stroud District. We also agree that such housing evidence.
should meet the particular needs of the village as identified in the
recent Housing Needs Survey.
Our more detailed comments below are therefore intended to
highlight aspects of the NDP about which our members feel
particularly strongly and, in some cases, to encourage you to clarify
in a little more detail some of these points when you revise the Plan
after this consultation.
Environment:
The NDP acknowledges that Kingswood is rich in wildlife and this Policy E1 and
should be protected when considering future development. We are supporting
also pleased to see that the potential cumulative impact of evidence.
development on wildlife and protected species is recognised in the
Plan. We urge that existing ecological mitigation features and areas
should also be offered the same protection as naturally present
wildlife habitats.

Agreed need to
extend to ecological
mitigation features
and areas; text added
to Policy E1 and
supporting evidence.

Landscape:
The importance of the local landscape, and Kingswood in its wider
setting, is set out in some detail. The plan has clearly explained how
residents value their surroundings and how the landscape defines
Kingswood. It is pleasing to see the varied evidence base that
supports the desire to protect local features.
However, we would like to see Policy LA1, 2nd bullet point, expanded Policy LA1
to include views ‘across’ the development, not just views into the
development.
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Agreed, Policy
LA1extended to
include views across
the development.

Housing Land:
KKAV supports the NDP proposal for a small development on a rural
exception site to meet the needs of the Community as identified in
the housing needs survey. This survey identified a total of 13
affordable housing units, 8 for rent and 5 for shared ownership.
KKaV are pleased to note that providing these on a rural exception
site would not only protect these houses from the open housing
market but also from Government sell-off schemes thus providing a
long lasting housing solution for those who cannot afford to buy on
the open market and who have links with Kingswood. In addition, we
understand that the provision of housing on a rural exception site
means that Kingswood would also be able to make use of Stroud
District Council’s Community Infrastructure Reward Scheme which
could be used to fund other initiatives of benefit to the community
of Kingswood.

Policies H1 and
H2 and
supporting
evidence.

No action required.
Welcome support for
these policies which
reflect key area of
concern for KKaV
organization.

Plan-wide

Transport, Road Safety and Access for All:

Text added to clarify
what infrastructure
would be required to
enhance the
sustainability of
KIngswood

KKaV are supportive of the recommendations contained in the NDP
which highlight many areas that need to be addressed to improve
the safety and accessibility for the provision of transport in the
Transport
village. Whilst there are detailed aspirations in the Plan for a range of Section and
improvements in this respect, we would welcome more clarity about Policies.
how such future developments can be funded. We would also like
greater clarity concerning how they can be achieved without

Supporting evidence
revised to clarify
legitimate
requirements on
developers. Text

Sustainability:
We consider that the NDP would benefit from the inclusion of a
clearer definition of sustainability in the context of maintaining
Kingswood’s community cohesion, infrastructure and facilities.
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exacerbating problems associated with the inevitable increase in
traffic.

added to clarify that
NDP has weight in
shaping
Gloucestershire Local
Transport Plan.

We note that the work to cover issues created by the existing recent
developments, including the provision of additional car parking,
cycleways, pedestrian crossings and pathways to disconnected parts
of the village such as the nursing homes and cemetery needs to be
pursued.

Legitimate
requirements on
developers clarified.

KKaV cannot see justification for any further development without
addressing the dangers at the Tubbs Turf and The Chipping crossings.
We note the higher than normal car ownership through the
requirement for villagers to provide their own transport as there is
little useful public transport, nor any safe cycleways. Worryingly the
less able and children are forced to use roads that have no
pavements, including in the new developments, which is of grave
concern.
School :

Additional
information

We agree with the aspiration that children living in the village should
have the opportunity to attend a thriving village school. We wish to
query the statement on page 97 that the school has vacancies in all
year groups even now. If there were to be significant new housing
development it is clear that the school would be grossly inadequate
to meet this objective.
Business and Employment :
We welcome the emphasis on sustaining existing employment sites
in the village by not allowing them to be readily designated for
further housing. We would stress the importance of taking into
account the data concerning the commuting patterns of residents in
19

Building and
Employment/
Transport
Sections and
policies

NDP points to the
provision of a school
as important
infrastructure needed
to enhance
sustainability for
Kingswood.

Relevant policies and
supporting evidence,
in particular traffic
and employment
surveys and analysis,

the village and the undesirable impact on traffic and carbon
generation if this is increased by more housing being created in the
village. Rather the village needs to work towards more of a balance
between local employment and the type of housing that is built in
the future.

General

reviewed and revised
to show more clearly
how points raised are
taken into account.
Separate small
document
summarizing policies
has been produced.

Finally, we would invite the Working Group to consider the inclusion
of an Executive Summary of the Plan and of its key
recommendations to ensure that the central messages of the Plan
are not lost in the important, but nevertheless extensive detail of the
document as a whole.
We look forward to the completion of this consultation process and
to the final version of the Plan that will emerge from it.

Rob Niblett,
Planning
Officer

Gloucestershire Thank you for consulting Gloucestershire County Council (GCC) on
County Council the above matter. I have the following officer level comments to
make.
Archaeology Comments
The Archaeology Policy CA3 and supporting text is supported. Most
neighbourhood development plans rely on NPPF and district level
plan policies for archaeology and it is to be commended that
archaeology is seen as of particular interest to the local community
in Kingswood.
I have a couple of specific comments:
Gloucestershire Archaeology is a local archaeology society (formerly
GADARG), it would be best to change the wording in the text and
policy to Gloucestershire County Council Archaeology.
There should also be mention of the Scheduled Monuments in the
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Policy CA3

No action required.
Welcome support
from professional
expert.

Wording changed in
supporting text and
policy as advised.
Scheduled

parish as well as the listed buildings and Conservation Area, namely
the Abbey Gatehouse and Horse Bridge.
More generally, I assume that the proposals map is the one included
(but unlabelled) on P33. The settlement boundary appears to differ
from that included in the Pre-Submission Draft Stroud District Local
Plan by excluding the already built Chestnut Park.
Ecology Comments
The Kingswood Environmental Character Assessment (which GCC
had sight of in 2014) is background evidence for this draft NDP. A
number of small points were made on this supporting document
which are biodiversity as set out here again below.
Box on page 12:
Key Wildlife Sites – suggest the text is more specific, end second
sentence with ‘planning policy’ rather than ‘the planning process’.
Priority Habitats – As the UK and Gloucestershire BAPs are now only
reference documents it is recommended that the second paragraph
is replaced with that below.
“Biodiversity 2020, published in 2011, outlines a strategy of how
England will conserve and enhance biodiversity. The priority habitats
are those listed on the English List (Section 41 of the Natural
Environment & rural Communities Act). In 2008 the now defunct
Gloucestershire Biodiversity Partnership identified 26 Priority
Habitats and 10 Local Priority Habitats in the County.”
Diagram on page 24:
Hedgehog is just a ‘Priority’ species now not a Gloucestershire BAP
species.
Looking at biodiversity alone as a theme the need for a Strategic
Environmental Assessment (SEA) of the draft consultation version of
the NDP appears unlikely. Our conclusion is also that a Habitats
Regulations Assessment (HRA) is not required for the NDP but this
should be compared with the views of Stroud District Council.
The proposed policies promote the conservation and enhancement
of biodiversity which is welcomed. Green space, landscape character,
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Settlement
Limits Boundary

Supporting
Environmental
Character
Assessment

Monuments added to
introductory text.
Updated map used.

The ECA was
approved by the SDC
Environment
Committee in
December 2014. GCC
comments were
considered at that
time.

SDC analysed and
confirmed SEA ad HRA
not necessary
necessary.
Environment
Section and

No action required.

ecological networks (wildlife corridors) and SuDS are being given
high value. Policies E1 to E4 are particularly important for the
conservation of biodiversity in the locality. Policy E1 on habitats is a
pragmatic approach to managing modest development over the
coming years. Policy E2 concentrates on habitat and landscape
features that should normally be retained. Policies E3 and E4 are
concerned with local green infrastructure and highlight how
development should respect accessible green space and help to
improve this resource if possible. E3 focuses on connectivity of green
space and associated wildlife (ecological network) benefits. E4
concentrates on strong protection for existing local green
infrastructure.

Policies E1-E5

Welcome carefully
argued support.

Part of policy LA1 provides additional protection for biodiversity and
green infrastructure. The reference to the Gloucestershire Landscape
Character Assessment prepared for Gloucestershire County Council
by LDA Design (2006) is appropriate and welcomed (page 45). This
document should also be cited as a reference also on page 103 of the
draft NDP which is a small omission. The link to this is
http://www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/extra/article/109519/LandscapeCharacter-Assessments. We do not have any compelling reasons to
recommend any change to the wording of these proposed NDP
policies which seem to fit in generally with District and County
objectives.
Flood Risk
The Lead Local Flood Authority (LLFA) will, if requested to do so,
provide advice to Local Planning Authorities on the management of
surface water and associated flood risk relating to major planning
applications.
Transport
Policy T5 Rail Development - this is noted. The recently completed
Amey Rail Study considered a range of potential new station options
between Gloucester and Bristol Parkway. Whilst there wasn’t a

Policy LA1

Reference Added

looding Section
and Policies

Noted. The NDP
precludes major
developments.

Policy T5

Helpful advice noted.
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particularly robust business case for any of them Hunts Grove and
Charfield came out as the slightly stronger candidates. The emerging
Gloucestershire Local Transport Plan Rail Strategy states that GCC
will:
'Explore with Train Operating Companies and Network Rail what
infrastructure changes and costs would be required to achieve a new
station south of Gloucester and how much additional development
would have to take place in the area for a station to be commercially
viable.'
The Gloucestershire vision for rail lists a potential new station as a
medium term proposal in the period 2019 -2029 (CP 6-7).
Following Cabinet approval there will be a consultation period from
late November ending in early Feb.
I understand highway comments are being discussed/sent
separately to this response.
If you would like to discuss any of the points raised above please do
not hesitate to contact me.
Gaye
Fairfield,
Asset
Manager
Geoffrey
CliftonBrown MP

Highways
England

Thank you for consulting Highways England on your Neighbourhood
Development Plan, we have no comment.
Thank you for sending me a copy of your draft NDP. Having read it I
observe that the promoters have put a great deal of work into it.
May congratulate everyone for all their efforts?
Having strongly encouraged all the Councils in my constituency to
produce NDPs, I am delighted that Kingswood have produced such a
comprehensive document.
Now that Stroud have virtually had their Local Plan provisionally
approved, this NDP will have greater weight when it is hopefully
adopted by the village in their referendum next year.
I would be happy to add my name as a supporter.
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NDP evidence will be
used as input to
Gloucestershire Local
Transport Plan as
made clear in revised
context setting text,
see above.
Highways
aspects of
Transport
Section and
Policies

Highways
aspects of
Transport
Section and
Policies
General

See responses to
comments from Neil
Troughton, Highways
Officer

Noted

No action required.
Welcome support
from constituency
MP.

David Stuart,
Historic
Places
Advisor
South West

Historic
England

Jamie
Melvin,
Planning
Advisor,
South Mercia
Team

Natural
England

This is an impressive document which demonstrates a detailed and
thorough understanding of the issues and values relating to the area
and uses this information to present a comprehensive schedule of
related policies and proposals.
We are particularly pleased to note how the area’s historic character
has been identified in terms of buildings, sites, spaces, views and its
landscape character, and the measures which have been introduced
to ensure their protection and enhancement.
We congratulate your community on the progress to date and wish
it well in the completion of its task.
Natural England is a non-departmental public body. Our statutory
purpose is to ensure that the natural environment is conserved,
enhanced, and managed for the benefit of present and future
generations, thereby contributing to sustainable development.
Natural England is encouraged by the amount of consideration that
has been given to environmental factors and the recognition that
local landscape is important both in its own right and within the
context of the setting of the Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty.
We do not consider that this plan poses any likely risk in relation to
our statutory purpose, and so do not wish to comment further on
this consultation.
The lack of detailed comment from Natural England should not be
interpreted as a statement that there will be no impacts on the
natural environment. Other bodies and individuals may wish to make
comments that might help you to fully take account of any
environmental risks and opportunities relating to this document.
If you disagree with our assessment of this proposal as low risk, or
should the proposal be amended in a way which significantly affects
its impact on the natural environment, then in accordance with
Section 4 of the Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act
2006, please consult Natural England again.
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General

No action required.
Welcome support
from professional
expert, particularly in
respect of portrayal of
area’s historic
character.

Environment
and Landscape
Sections and
policies.

No action required.
Note importance
attached to the
setting of the AONB,
in line with comments
from Cotswold
Conservation Board.

No need for further
consultation at this
time.

We would be happy to comment further should the need arise but if
in the meantime you have any queries please do not hesitate to
contact us.

Sport England

Planning Policy in the National Planning Policy Framework identifies
how the planning system can play an important role in facilitating
social interaction and creating healthy, inclusive communities.
Encouraging communities to become more physically active through
walking, cycling, informal recreation and formal sport plays an
important part in this process and providing enough sports facilities
of the right quality and type and in the right places is vital to
achieving this aim. This means positive planning for sport, protection
from unnecessary loss of sports facilities and an integrated approach
to providing new housing and employment land and community
facilities provision is important.
It is important therefore that the Neighbourhood Plan reflects
national policy for sport as set out in the above document with
particular reference to Pars 73 and 74 to ensure proposals comply
with National Planning Policy. It is also important to be aware of
Sport England’s role in protecting playing fields and the presumption
against the loss of playing fields (see link below), as set out in our
national guide, ‘A Sporting Future for the Playing Fields of England –
Planning Policy Statement’.
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Facilities,
Infrastructure
and Assets

Checked relevant
section reflects
National Policy for
sport. No further
action required.

http://www.sportengland.org/facilities-planning/planning-forsport/development-management/planning-applications/playingfield-land/
Sport England provides guidance on developing policy for sport and
further information can be found following the link below:
http://www.sportengland.org/facilities-planning/planning-forsport/forward-planning/
Sport England works with Local Authorities to ensure Local Plan
policy is underpinned by robust and up to date assessments and
strategies for indoor and outdoor sports delivery. If local authorities
have prepared a Playing Pitch Strategy or other indoor/outdoor
sports strategy it will be important that the Neighbourhood Plan
reflects the recommendations set out in that document and that any
local investment opportunities, such as the Community
Infrastructure Levy, are utilised to support the delivery of those
recommendations.
http://www.sportengland.org/facilities-planning/planning-forsport/planning-tools-and-guidance/
If new sports facilities are being proposed Sport England recommend
you ensure such facilities are fit for purpose and designed in
accordance with our design guidance notes.
If you need any further advice please do not hesitate to contact
Sport England using the contact details below
bob.sharples@sportengland.org
http://www.sportengland.org/facilities-planning/toolsguidance/design-and-cost-guidance/
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Dawn
Williams ,
Growth and
Water
Efficiency
Analyst

Severn Trent
Water

Position Statement
As a water company we have an obligation to provide water supplies
and sewage treatment capacity for future development. It is
important for us to work collaboratively with Local Planning
Authorities to provide relevant assessments of the impacts of future
developments. For outline proposals we are able to provide general
comments. Once detailed developments and site specific locations
are confirmed by local councils, we are able to provide more specific
comments and modelling of the network if required. For most
developments we do not foresee any particular issues. Where we
consider there may be an issue we would discuss in further detail
with the local planning authority. We will complete any necessary
improvements to provide additional capacity once we have sufficient
confidence that a development will go ahead. We do this to avoid
making investments on speculative developments to minimise
customer bills.

Flooding
Section and
Policies

No action required in
response to majority
of statement.

Sewage Strategy
Once detailed plans are available and we have modelled the
additional capacity, in areas where sufficient capacity is not currently
available and we have sufficient confidence that developments will
be built, we will complete necessary improvements to provide the
capacity. We will ensure that our assets have no adverse effect on
the environment and that we provide appropriate levels of
treatment at each of our sewage treatment works.

Flooding
Section and
Policies

Reflected in the NDP
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Surface Water and Sewer Flooding
We expect surface water to be managed in line with the
Government’s Water Strategy, Future Water. The strategy sets out a
vision for more effective management of surface water to deal with
the dual pressures of climate change and housing development.
Surface water needs to be managed sustainably. For new
developments we would not expect surface water to be conveyed to
our foul or combined sewage system and, where practicable, we
support the removal of surface water already connected to foul or
combined sewer.
We believe that greater emphasis needs to be paid to consequences
of extreme rainfall. In the past, even outside of the flood plain, some
properties have been built in natural drainage paths. We request
that developers providing sewers on new developments should
safely accommodate floods which exceed the design capacity of the
sewers.

Water Quality
Good quality river water and groundwater is vital for provision of
good quality drinking water. We work closely with the Environment
Agency and local farmers to ensure that water quality of supplies are
not impacted by our or others operations. The Environment Agency’s
Source Protection Zone (SPZ) policy should provide guidance on
development. Any proposals should take into account the principles
of the Water Framework Directive and River Basin Management Plan
for the Severn River basin unit as prepared by the Environment
Agency.
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Flooding
Section and
Policies

Flooding
Section and
Policies

No specific action
required

No specific action
required

Water Supply
When specific detail of planned development location and sizes are
available a site specific assessment of the capacity of our water
supply network could be made. Any assessment will involve carrying
out a network analysis exercise to investigate any potential impacts.
We would not anticipate capacity problems within the urban areas
of our network, any issues can be addressed through reinforcing our
network. However, the ability to support significant development in
the rural areas is likely to have a greater impact and require greater
reinforcement to accommodate greater demands. Once detailed
plans are available we can provide further comments on water
supplies in specific areas.
Water Efficiency
Building Regulation requirements specify that new homes must
consume no more than 125 litres of water per person per day. We
recommend that you consider taking an approach of installing
specifically designed water efficient fittings in all areas of the
property rather than focus on the overall consumption of the
property. This should help to achieve a lower overall consumption
than the maximum volume specified in the Building Regulations.
We recommend that in all cases you consider:
Single flush siphon toilet cistern and those with a flush volume of 4
litres.
Showers designed to operate efficiently and with a maximum flow
rate of 8 litres per minute.
Hand wash basin taps with low flow rates of 4 litres or less.
Water butts for external use in properties with gardens.
We hope this provides you with useful information. We look forward
to providing you with more comprehensive comments when more
detailed plans and geographical locations of developments become
available.
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Flooding
Section and
Policies

Flooding
Section and
Policies

No specific action
required

No specific action
required

Anita Bolton
(Planning
Advisor)

Environment
Agency

As you aware, we previously provided comments in response to the
Kingswood Village Design Statement, in our letter dated 6 October
2014, Ref: SV/2010/104083/OR-05/IS1-L01.
At that time we provided general advice on those environmental
issues within our remit, together with more detailed comments in
response to the draft policies and guidelines being brought forward
at that time.
As such, we would recommend this response is read in conjunction
with our previous correspondence referenced above.
In addition we have today provided comments to Stroud District
Council on a SEA Screening Opinion document, and agreed with the
council’s conclusions presented within the report that following the
analysis undertaken, a SEA of the NDP was not required.
We have worked very closely with Stroud District Council on their
Local Plan (LP), which we understand was adopted yesterday, and
have helped the council produce robust evidence base documents to
support those strategic allocations being brought forward through
the plan, such as Strategic Flood Risk Assessments (Level 1 and 2), a
Flood Risk Sequential Test document, and the Infrastructure Delivery
Plan (IDP). In addition we have advised on specific policy wording
within the plan, of specific relevance being Delivery Policy ES4
(Water Resources, Quality, and Flood Risk).
We therefore acknowledge and welcome that it has been recognised
throughout the NDP that alignment with the LP is a key requirement,
together with those of the National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF).
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Plan-wide

No action required
over and above that
taken in response to
other consultees’
comments on Flood
Risk, Environment and
Housing.

Housing
It is noted that the NDP does not propose more development than
that proposed through LP at this stage, and therefore is void of firm
site-specific policies, but will support delivery of the existing need for
affordable housing of 13 dwellings within the parish on one rural
exception site subject to the identification of a suitable site based on
the criteria set out in Policy H2: Affordable Housing.
Environment
We welcome those comments provided in our previous response
with respect to Biodiversity appear to have been taken on board,
and we are therefore supportive of those policies set out within this
section.
Flood Risk and Drainage Management
We welcome reference has been made to Delivery Policy ES4 of the
LP, and agree it provides the broad framework for the
comprehensive management of flood risk alongside seeking
opportunities to manage and improve water resources, quality and
wider ecological links.
Again, we welcome our previous advice and recommendations in
this regard have been taken on board and have helped to shape both
the policy approach and the wording of Policy FR1: Minimising the
Impact of Flooding from Development.
We also welcome the inclusion of the section on Drainage and
Maintenance of Water Resources and Watercourses on page 75 of
the report.
With respect to flood risk and future development, as referred
above, whilst we acknowledge the NDP does not propose more
development than that proposed through LP at this stage, we would
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expect any further sites which may be brought forward through the
NDP, to be in conformity with the both the requirements of the
NPPF, and the emerging LP, specifically Delivery Policy ES4, which
sets out how future development will be designed and brought
forward within the district, taking into account, water quality, water
resources and flood risk.
Whilst no further assessment may be necessary at this stage of the
plan to inform the deliverability of any additional development sites,
it is worth noting regardless of scale, all sites with flood risk issues,
need to be mindful of the below when undertaking a Flood Risk
Assessment at the planning application stage.
We are expecting new climate change allowances to be published
this Autumn (2015). These are presently in draft but would update
the current NPPG referenced ‘Table 2’ September 2013 allowances
(see link below). The table below is for ‘peak river flows’ within the
Severn River Basin district, and for your information at this time in
considering the impact upon (and of) proposed development and
mitigation/resilience measures. (‘Table 1’ Rates of Sea level rise are
not changed).
Severn Peak River Flows:
Severn Peak River Flows:

2015-39

2040-2069

2070-2115

Total potential change
anticipated

Upper end

25%

40%

70%

Higher central

15%

25%

35%

Central

10%

20%

25%
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Current NPPG
allowances
September 2013

1990-2025

2025-2115

10%

20%

Source:
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachm
ent_data/file/296964/LIT_8496_5306da.pdf
The following table is for ‘peak rainfall intensity’ allowance in small
and urban catchments. Please note that surface water (peak rainfall
intensity) climate change allowances should be discussed with the
LLFA.
Peak Rainfall Intensity Applies across all of England
Total Potential for Change Anticipated
2010-2039
2040-2059
2060-2115
Upper
10%
20%
40%
Central
5%
10%
20%
Old
5% (199020% (2055 –
30% (2085 –
Allowances
2025)
2085)
2100)
(for
10% (2025 –
comparison
2055)
only)
Note to above: This table shows anticipated changes in extreme
rainfall intensity in small and urban catchments. The peak rainfall
intensity ranges are appropriate for small catchments and urban or
local drainage sites. For river catchments around or over 5 square
kilometres, the peak river flow allowances in Table 1 are
appropriate.
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Respondent

Representing

Comment

Topic

Action taken

Resident

Community

Support

General

Noted .No action

Resident

Community

Support

General

Noted . No action

Resident

Community

Great work, clearly represents the requirements of the village

General

Noted . No action
taken

Resident

Community

Support

General

Noted . No action

Resident

Community

Support

General

Noted . No action

Resident

Community

Support

General

Noted . No action

Resident

Community

Support

General

Noted. No action

Resident

Community

I would like to see affordable but sensible housing within my
community

Housing

Noted . No action

Anonymous

Community

Essential thinking and concise expression of needs and wants. A
sound basis for development

General

Noted . No action

Resident

Community

I am very supportive of the NDP. Plans and the affordable housing
and a rural exception site is much needed for our family members.

Housing,
Affordable
Housing , and
Highways

Noted . No action

I also support the highway strategy, we have many concerns re. our
local roads being so very busy and causing huge problems
Resident

Community

You are doing a fantastic job

General

Noted . No action

Resident

Community

I think it is vital to the future of the village to retain its open green
areas which separate it from the surrounding villages.

Open space

Noted . No action

Resident

Community

Support

General

Noted . No action
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Resident

Community

On objectives at some stage a definition of appropriate
development would be needed to stress smaller properties for the
young, extending out for the old wishing to down size.

General,
Housing and
Highways

Reflected in evidence

Parking is likely to become an increasing problem.
Otherwise congratulations on a compact and comprehensive
statement of our desires.
G&L
Wilcocks

Community

Both of us believe that the NDP strikes the right balance for the
village, but would emphasize the need to control parking on
pavements

General and
Highways

Noted. No action
taken

A Dacey

Community

Support

General

Noted . No action

H Lever

Community

Support

General

Noted . No action

Resident

Community

This is a most comprehensive and important plan for the future of
our village. I fully support both the vision and the specific objectives.
This plan is a great example of all the different stakeholders in the
village working together to direct our common future. Thanks to
everyone involved it has clearly been a huge effort but the result is
worth it.

General

Noted. No action
taken

Resident

Community

Support

General

Noted. No action

Resident

Community

Support

General

Noted. No action

Resident

Community

This plan has been well thought out. I do hope every aspect of it will
be followed through so Kingswood can continue to be a well balanced friendly and active community in which person , whatever
their age, can enjoy village life to the full.

General

Noted. No action

Thank you for all the time, effort and consideration put into it.
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Resident

Community

Well Done. Tremendous and scholarly effort, worthy of all our
support.

Playing field and
General

Noted. No action

Glad to hear that extensions to the playing will not restrict cricket
and I am sure KVCC will be glad to work on safety issues with KPC
Resident

Community

Support

General

Noted. No action

Resident

Community

Support

General

Noted. No action
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Respondent

Comment

Related NDP Policy

Action taken

Gladman
Developments Ltd

The respondent summarises their interests within Kingswood and outlines their overarching position with regards to national policy and the requirements for
Neigbourhood Plan preparation to state that the Draft NDP fails to meet basic
conditions 8 (2) (a), (d), (e) and (f) of the 1990 TCPA (as amended):

N/A – plan-wide

No specific action
required

“These representations are made in response to the current consultation on the presubmission version of the Kingswood Neighbourhood Plan, under regulation 14 of the
Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012. Gladman Developments
(Gladman) have land interests in Kingswood at Charfield Road and are actively
working to promote the site for residential development.

Before a Neighbourhood Plan can proceed to referendum it must be tested through
Independent Examination against the statutory Basic Conditions, which are set out in
paragraph 8 (2) of Schedule 4B of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as
amended by section 38a of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004).

Having reviewed the Kingswood Neighbourhood Plan (KNP), it is clear that there
have been major flaws throughout the plan preparation (contrary to basic conditions
8(2)(a), (d), (e) and (f)), and that there are many components, both policies and the
supporting text, that are contrary to the basic conditions (especially basic conditions
8(2)(a), (d), (e)). The Plan documentation reveals many gaps in the kind of robust
evidence that the PPG expects and which is necessary for a Neighbourhood Plan that
intends to endure for a 17 years.”
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The respondent outlines their interpretation of how national policies on plan-making
and decision-taking are expected to be applied, citing NPPF Paragraphs 1, 6 and 13.
The respondent set out relevant sections of the NPPG including Neighbourhood
Planning, SEA, Viability and Assessing Land Availability and confirms their view that
these considerations are relevant to the Neighbourhood Planning and to satisfy the
Basic Conditions. The respondent concludes:

“Gladman consider that the Kingswood Neighbourhood Plan in its current form fails
to comply with various key paragraphs of the Framework and PPG as well as failing
to meet basic conditions (a), (d), (e) and (f) which will be addressed throughout this
representation. If the Parish Council attempts to progress to examination, the
Kingswood Neighbourhood Plan should be found to have failed the basic conditions
and the Plan cannot proceed to referendum. It is Gladman’s view that the Kingswood
Neighbourhood Plan is fundamentally flawed and requires substantial amendment and
redrafting or removal of the policies before progressing any further.”

The respondents set out the timetable and key events in the preparation of the now
adopted Stroud District Local Plan (2015). They highlight that the Inspector has
indicated that the 11,400 dwelling requirement is to be treated as a minimum and that it
is necessary to undertake an early review of the Plan (Policy CP2). The respondent
highlights that the NDP is required to allow flexibility to provide for additional growth
that may be required. The respondent considers that the NDP seeks to impose an
arbitrary constraint on development contrary to this minimum requirement and is
contrary to Policy CP3 in relation to Third Tier Settlement which sets out that these
will: ‘provide for lesser levels of development in order to safeguard their role and
provide through any Neighbourhood Plans some opportunities for growth and to
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deliver affordable housing’
The respondent sets out:

“The KNP does not make provision for growth that will safeguard the village's role as
an unconstrained Third Tier settlement and does not adequately provide for its own
identified affordable housing need as it fails to identify a suitable rural exception site,
as provided by Policy H2 of the Plan. The Kingswood Neighbourhood Plan will
therefore fail to meet basic condition (e). As such, the policies set out within the KNP
do not conform to what has been provided in the SDLP.”
Gladman
Developments Ltd.

N/A – Plan-wide

The respondents conclusions are set out as follows:
“The KNP is distinctly anti—growth and seeks to restrict all development outside a
tightly drawn settlement boundary, with the exception of a single as yet unidentified
affordable housing site. This is contrary to Central Government's national policy
imperative to ’significantly boost the supply of housing’ (NPPF 47, Gallagher v
Solihull MBC [2014] EWCA Civ1610). Gladman therefore contend that as a result of
an approach which does not comply with either the Framework or PPG, it is not
appropriate to proceed with the KNP in its current form without having regard to
national policy and guidance. Furthermore, it will prevent development in a location
identified as sustainable by SDP, therefore failing to meet basic condition (al.
The Kingswood Neighbourhood Plan is not sufficiently growth orientated nor is it
flexible enough to be able to respond rapidly to changes in the marketplace. Gladman
reiterate that the proposals through the Kingswood Neighbourhood Plan effectively act
to restrict all growth by defining a tightly drawn settlement boundary. Gladman
contend that an approach such as the one presented directly contradicts the whole
ethos of the Framework. For these reasons the Kingswood Neighbourhood Plan gives
rise to legal flaws and is liable to be subject to judicial review proceedings as it
contrary to basic conditions (a), (cl), (e) and (f).”
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No specific action
required

Gladman
Developments Ltd.

The respondents conclude that the Draft NDP fails to meet the following Basic
Conditions for the following reasons:

(a) Having regard to national policies and advise contained in guidance issued by
the Secretary of State,
-

-

Gladman contends that the strategy as proposed by the Kingswood
Neighbourhood Plan's vision, objectives and a number of policies, including
their supporting text, seek to constrain the delivery of sustainable housing
development. This is in direct conflict with the National Planning Policy
Framework.
The Kingswood Neighbourhood Plan fails to have any regard to the advice
and guidance contained in PPG; Neighbourhood Plans, Strategic
Environmental Assessment, Open Space, and Viability.

(d) The making of the order contributes to the achievement of sustainable
development
-

-

A number of policies throughout the Kingswood Neighbourhood Plan actively
seek to constrain the ability for development to come forward and are used as
mechanisms to prevent future sustainable development.
There is no development envisaged other than by via an unspecified quantum
of ‘infill’ sites. This provides no flexibility or contingency to meet market and
affordable housing needs. Therefore the Kingswood Plan will fail to maintain
the village's vitality and will not provide housing of a scale to meet localised
or district wide needs. This will lead to a decline in key facilities and essential
services and will have a direct impact on the currently healthy demographic
profile of Kingswood.

(e) The making of the order is in general conformity with the strategic policies
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contained in the development plan for the area (or any part of that area)
-

-

The pre-submission KNP fails to acknowledge the overall housing requirement
set out in the SDLP as minimums and does not take advantage of the flexible
nature of the Local Plan to allocate the housing required in Kingswood to
meet local need and provide the desired improvements to local infrastructure.
Policy SL1 and H1 fail to conform to the strategic policies of the SDLP, which
engage the presumption in favour of sustainable development when policies
relevant to the supply of housing are considered out-of-date.
The Kingswood Neighbourhood Plan lacks a credible evidence base, relying
on a misinterpretation of the housing policies of the SDLP asjustification for
its restrictive housing policies.

(f) The making of the order does not breach, and is otherwise compatible with EU
obligations
-

Whilst an SEA screening opinion has been submitted to SDC, Gladman
consider that this has not actioned at an early enough point in the preparation
ofthe Plan. No screening opinion was received by Kingswood Parish Council
prior to publication of the pre-submission KNP and the opening of Regulation
14 consultation.
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Gladman
Developments Ltd

The Respondent provides an introduction to their representations and the structure of
comments made. The respondent also provides a summary of their interpretation of the
Pre-Submission Draft of the KNDP which is expanded upon in subsequent comments
and with reference to national guidance to indicate where they consider that the
KNDP fails to meet the Basic Conditions. A request is also made to be kept informed at
future stages of the plan-making process. Key elements from the summary are as
follows:

The pre-submission draft KNP proposes policies for the development of Kingswood
Parish over the plan period 2014-2031. The KNP is being produced in the context of
the emerging SDLP, which covers the period 2006-2031 and establishes an overall
housing requirement of 11,400 dwellings.
The examination of the SDLP has concluded and the Inspector has issued his final
report, stating that the plan is sound and able to be adopted subject to some main
modifications.
SDLP Policy CP3 defines Kingswood as a Third Tier settlement (Accessible
Settlements with Limited Services), which are described as having:
"...a limited level of facilities and services that, together with improved local
employment provide the best opportunities outside the Local Service Centres for
greater self-containment”
Policy CP3 goes on to provide that although the scope for development in this tier is
limited, it should be provided for through a Neighbourhood Plan. In the context of this,
the pre-submission draft KNP only allows for very limited growth In that is seeks to
restrict development outside of a tightly drawn settlement boundary and fails to
identify any available land to meet the market and affordable housing needs of the
village, either within the settlement boundary or at a rural exception site. No evidence
has been published which demonstrates that there is sufficient land available within
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the settlement boundary to provide for sustainable growth at ‘infill’ locations.

Policy H1 (housing Provision) of the pre-submission KNP establishes no defined
housing requirement for the village, stating that infill development may be deemed
acceptable within the development boundary established by Policy SL1. Policy H2
(Affordable Housing) states that a single rural exception site outside of the
development boundary to meet the affordable housing need defined by the Housing
Needs Survey Report (2015) may be acceptable. However actual affordable housing
need over the entirety of the proposed plan period is not established and a suitable site
has not been identified. The Plan does not acknowledge that small infill sites are
unlikely to deliver affordable housing as they are likely to fall under the SDLP
affordable housing policy threshold or be subject to viability constraints. The decision
of the Lindfield Neighbourhood Plan Examiner“ at paragraph 42 reinforces this view.
Further, by the very nature of unidentified infill sites, there is no certainty that such
development will come forward and so the KNP can only be considered to be a highly
restrictive plan.
The KNP also imposes a restrictive policy on the change of use of employment
premises and land (BE1), contrary to the PPG and the Land Use Order and seeks to
impose an extra level of landscape policy relevant to new development in the village
(LA1). The pre-submission KNP also seeks to establish policy to minimise the impact
of flooding from development (FR1) however Gladman submits that flood risk and
drainage strategies are for the consideration of the Local Planning Authority (LPA)
and the appropriate Lead Local Flood Authority.
Further, the pre-submission draft Neighbourhood Plan in its vision and specific
policies sets out a number of aspirations for improvements to existing infrastructure
such as increase capacity at the primary school and village hall and the introduction
of new facilities such as a grafﬁti wall and new toilets for users ofthe playing ﬁeld.
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Whilst the desires for infrastructure improvements in Kingswood are clear, what is not
clear is how such infrastructure is to be funded given the anti—growth nature ofthe
plan. Without more than the small piecemeal infill development proposed by the KNP,
it is unlikely that the level of financial contributions required to deliver the
infrastructure set out in the Plan will be acquired.
A primary objective of the pre-submission KNP is to ‘protect’ the open space that
divides Kingswood from surrounding settlements, which the Plan aims to achieve
through restricting development beyond the settlement boundary. Gladman would like
to affirm that the Neighbourhood Plan can only define policies for the area within the
administrative boundaries of Kingswood Parish Council and so cannot determine
whether development in neighbouring parishes can occur within the open space that
separates them.
Gladman
Developments Ltd

The respondent considers that the Draft NDP is contrary to Paragraph 14 of the NPPF
and the presumption in favour of sustainable development. Policies SL1 and H1 are
criticised as “there is no flexibility within the policies to provide for circumstances
where there is an undersupply of market housing in the District of Stroud (perhaps
resulting from the possible future under delivery of the District's large strategic
sites).” – especially if the LPA is unable to demonstrate a Five Year Land Supply.

The respondent considers that this approach also fails to acknowledge Kingswood’s
role as a Third Tier Settlement including its range of services; employment provided
within the Parish and a 20-minute catchment; the fact that there is no statutory
provision to review the NDP; and the role of NP’s to provide for additional growth and
affordable housing as part of SDLP Policy CP3. The tightly drawn settlement
boundary and lack of any identified infilling opportunities is also criticised. The
respondent concludes:
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Policies SL1 and H1

No specific action
required

“In this context Gladman consider that taking the approach of arbitrarily restricting
development throughout the plan period is fundamentally flawed and contrary to the
presumption in favour of sustainable development as outlined by paragraph 14 ofthe
Framework and embodied in the soon to be adopted Stroud District Local Plan.
Support for this position can be drawn from the recommendation of the Examiner of
the Stretton Neighbourhood Plan to delete a policy written in a similarly restrictive
vein to SL17. The KNP is therefore in conflict with basic conditions (a), (d) and (e).”
Gladman
Developments Ltd

The Draft NDP is considered contrary to NPPF Paragraph 16 and fails to satisfy Basic
Conditions (a) and (e). This is set out in respect of the NDP’s lack of flexibility and
that with respect to the SDLP and Policy CP3, whilst there is no specific allocation of
housing numbers to Kingswood, NDPs in Tier Three settlements should provide for
locally identified needs and that the overly restrictive approach to growth could put
pressure on less sustainable locations and settlements. Paragraph 141 of the SDLP
Inspector’s Report is cited to support this.

Policy H1 / SL1

No specific action
required

Policy GSC1

Policy re-drafted to
provide clearer
guidance for
providing facilities
and infrastructure
outside Settlement
Limits

The respondent also highlights that the NDP misconstrues the SDLP and NPPF in
looking to ‘focus’ development on previously developed land, rather than ‘support’ or
‘encourage’ as set out in SDLP SO5 and NPPF Paragraph 111.
Gladman
Developments Ltd

The respondent considers that the Draft NDP is contrary to NPPF Paragraph 17 as it
does not proactively drive and support sustainable development and has restrictive
policies at its core.
The positive vision including new and enhanced facilities and infrastructure is not
supported by allocating the development necessary to deliver these and the Draft NDP
fails to support the vitality of the village community and facilities.
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Gladman
Developments Ltd

The respondent considers that the Draft NDP is contrary to NPPF Paragraph 47 as it is
not aspirational and growth orientated and does not look to significantly boost the
supply of housing by constraining the total supply of housing.

Policy H1

No specific action
required

General comment

No specific action
required

The respondent considers that Paragraphs 14, 16, 17,47, 49 and 184 are principal
policy considerations for the purpose of the assessment of basic condition 8(2)(a).
Gladman
Developments Ltd

The respondent considers that the Draft NDP is contrary to NPPF Paragraph 49.

“Gladman submits that housing applications should be considered in the context of the
presumption in favour of sustainable development. If it is found that Stroud District
Council is unable to demonstrate a 5 year housing land supply (likely as a result of the
reliance on strategic sites) then the housing policies within the KNP will be found out
of date and the presumption in favour of sustainable development will apply.”
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Gladman
Developments Ltd.

The respondent considers that the Draft NDP is contrary to NPPF Paragraph 157. It is
stated that Kingswood, as a sustainable settlement, should be noted as an important
location able to provide additional deliverable sites over the plan period, which are
likely to be necessary to meet a shortfall based on the SDLP’s overreliance on larger
strategic sites.

Under this heading the respondent also sets out:

“The KNP also fails to plan positively for the affordable housing needs of the village.
Policy H2 establishes a need for 13 new affordable houses in the village based on
evidence that merely takes a snapshot of need at a single moment in time. The
affordable housing policy of the KNP does not consider any future need for affordable
housing that will arise during the plan period, which runs up to 2031, and is based on
evidence which contradicts that of the local authority. Please refer to the email
correspondence at Appendix 2 from the Planning Housing and Regeneration Policy
Implementation Manager at SDC which confirms that 30 households had indicated
that Kingswood is a location of interest.”
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Policy SL1 and H2

Policy H2 re-drafted
(as SL3) to more
clearly reflect the
relationship with
locally identified
affordable housing
needs

Gladman
Developments Ltd

The respondent states that the Draft NDP is contrary to Paragraph 184 of the NPPF in
that it fails to align with the respondent’s assessment of the SDLP’s strategic priorities
or plan positively to support them.

Policy SL1

Policy SL1 re-drafted
to more clearly
reflect the pattern
of development
considered
appropriate to
safeguard the role
of the settlement
and allow proposals
to demonstrate how
they contribute to
achieving this

Plan-Wide

Table included to
demonstrate
relationship
between Vision,
Objectives and
Policies

“As set out in this document, Gladman submits that the pre-submission KNP does not
conform with the strategic needs and priorities of Stroud District, as provided by the
SDLP. The KNP does not positively plan for the future of Kingswood by failing to
support its restrictive housing and settlement boundary policy with a robust evidence
base. No evidence has been provided to demonstrate where growth can be provided at
infill locations or rural exception sites in the parish as no assessment of suitable and
available sites has been undertaken and little consideration is given to how the desires
of the Parish and the people of Kingswood to provide new and enhanced infrastructure
can be met in the context of a restrictive approach to development.
The key objective of the KNP in its current form are to restrict residential
development, which clearly undermines the strategic needs of the SDLP to provide
sustainable development to protect the role of all settlements and fulfil its market and
affordable housing requirements.”
Gladman
Developments Ltd

The respondent considers that the Draft NDP is contrary to NPPG Paragraph 004
Reference ID 41-004-201 40306 for the following reason:
“Gladman do not believe the vision or policies as currently drafted will achieve a
positive planning framework as required by paragraph 004 of the PPG. On the
contrary, they are designed with a negative vision to impose a constraint without
ascertaining need.”
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Gladman
Developments Ltd.

The respondent considers that the Draft NDP is contrary to NPPG Paragraph 004
Reference ID 41-005-201 40306 for the following reasons:
“The KNP in its current form is not deliverable. The major objective of enhancing
and/or providing new local infrastructure and transportation provision sets out a
positive view of how Kingswood should evolve over the plan period. However, the
viability and vitality of existing infrastructure, services and public transport provision
are put at risk by a plan that fails to sufficiently promote any new housing in the
village. Further, without signiﬁcant residential development, it is unlikely that suitable
funding will be acquired to implement the infrastructure desires of the KNP.
The KNP also establishes the need to provide a rural exception site to deliver
affordable housing to meet local needs. However the mechanism by which this site can
be delivered is not made clear. A suitable and deliverable site is yet to be identified
and little consideration has been made as to how viable the delivery of affordable
housing is without the provision of market housing or other enabling development to
facilitate this. Further, affordable housing will unlikely be provided on smaller ‘infill’
sites due to viability constraints and policy thresholds. Gladman submits that without
making sufficient allowance for new market housing development within the Parish,
the delivery of both infrastructure and affordable housing needs as stated in the presubmission KNP will not be achieved.”
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Policy SL1, H1 and
H2

See above in
relation to Policy H2
(now SL3)

Gladman
Developments Ltd.

The respondent considers that the Draft NDP is contrary to NPPG Paragraph 004
Reference ID 41-040-20140306 for the following reasons:
“Gladman submits that the evidence base on which the key policies of the presubmission KNP are based is flawed and does not represent the true needs of the
Parish. As discussed, the evidence of the Housing Needs Survey Report (2015) from
which the affordable housing need is drawn is at odds with the evidence of SDC, who
consider that a higher number of households have identified Kingswood as a
preference for affordable housing. This is not surprising when considering the
restricted sample of survey feedback received by the authors of the Housing Needs
Survey Report (37%) and that those in the 20-29 age group were significantly underrepresented with those in the 65+ age group being significantly over-represented.
Gladman submits that KPC needs to undertake further more robust work to identify the
affordable housing need of Kingswood over the entire plan period.
Policy H2 of the pre-submission KNP establishes the affordable housing policy for the
Parish ,identifying the need to provide an as yet unidentified ‘rural exception’ site. The
policy caveats that if some market housing is required to facilitate the delivery of
affordable housing, this should be the minimum level required to enable development.
However, such policy does not accord with the affordable housing policy of the SDLP
and the Framework. Gladman submits that the proposed development site at Charfield
Road can viably provide 30% affordable housing (up to 29 dwellings) making a
significant contribution towards the affordable housing needs of the Parish.
Further, the KNP relies entirely on the SDLP to define the overall housing needs for
Kingswood. However, in this instance the Local Plan allows for flexibility to allow
Neighbourhood Plans to identify the need for housing within that plan area. Whilst it is
acknowledged that some, albeit flawed, work has been undertaken to identify possible
affordable housing need, no study has been undertaken to identify the need for market
housing in the Parish. As such an exercise has not been undertaken, Policy H1 would
fail basic conditions (a) and (d).
The KNP also fails to acknowledge suitable sites for residential development at either
infill or outside of settlement boundary locations. No formal exercise has been
undertaken to invite landowners and developers to submit sites for assessment.
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Policy H2

No specific action
required

Gladman therefore consider the site assessment process underlying the
Neighbourhood Plan is almost entirely absent and is therefore flawed and contrary to
paragraph 040 of the PPG.”
The respondent also identifies that the Draft NDP is contrary to PPG ID: 41-042
having failed to acknowledge or assess suitable sites for development (either infill or
greenfield) and ID: 41-048 having failed to involve the development industry,
including the respondents’ interests at Charfield Road.

Gladman
Developments Ltd.

The respondent considers that the Draft NDP is contrary to NPPG Paragraph 004
Reference ID 41-046-20140306 regarding an identified need for new or prioritized
infrastructure for the following reasons:
“As discussed, the KNP in its current form at Policy GSC1 sets out a number of
desired infrastructure improvements, including;


The extension of Kingswood playing field with the introduction of toilets,
further children's play equipment, a graffiti wall and ‘youth shelter’
 Improvements to and extension of Kingswood Village Hall to provide
additional space
 Off-road parking for the users of Tubbs Turf

Policy GSC1 states that such infrastructure provision will be ‘strongly supported’ but
as discussed fails to assess how infrastructure improvements can be secured and
implemented without planning for any residential development beyond piecemeal
’infilling’.
The pre-submission KNP also sets out some speciﬁc desires for improvements to
transport services, specifically the support of a ‘maxi-taxi’ service through Policy T6
to provide further access to core services. Gladman reiterates that the KNP in its
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Policy GSC1

(see above re: redrafting of GSC1)

current form fails to assess how such a service will be funded and implemented.”

Gladman
Developments Ltd.

The respondent considers that the Draft NDP is contrary to NPPG Paragraph 004
Reference ID 41-066-20140306 regarding consideration of the Basic Conditions within
the NDP process for the following reasons:

General / Planwide

Basic Conditions
Statement to be
provided as part of
Regulation 15
Submission Draft

Policy SL1 and H1

No specific action
required

“For the reasons set out in this representation, Gladman submit that the Parish
Council has not given full consideration to basic conditions 8(2)(a), (d), (e). Although
it is acknowledged that there is no requirement to have published a basic conditions
statement at this stage, the PPG considers it good practice to produce a draft at an
early opportunity in order to demonstrate how a neighbourhood plan will achieve
sustainable development. Gladman is not aware of a draft basic conditions statement
at this stage.”
Gladman
Developments Ltd

The respondent considers that the Draft NDP is contrary to NPPG Paragraph 004
Reference ID 41-069-20140306 regarding the approach towards national policy
objectives for the following reasons:
“The pre-submission KNP is formed on a clear intention to constrain the delivery of
future sustainable development, specificall ythrough the approach taken in Policies
and SL1 and H1, both of which are contrary to paragraphs 14 and 47 of the
Framework and therefore fail to provide a positive approach to plan making.
The Framework sets out the Government's goal to significantly boost the supply of
housing and the negative approach contained with the pre-submission Neighbourhood
Plan is directly counter to this government objective. This is a fundamental flaw ofthe
KNP as failure to have regard to national policy is contrary to the express
requirements of basic condition (a).”
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Gladman
Developments Ltd.

The respondent considers that the Draft NDP is contrary to NPPG Paragraph 004
Policy SL1
Reference ID 41-070-20140306 regarding the national policies it regards as relevant, in
the context of NPPF Paragraphs 16 and 184 for the following reasons:
“Gladman consider that Policy SL1 actively seeks to constrain housing and is contrary
to the express terms of the Framework. The Framework lists a number of Core
Planning Principles, one of which states “Every effort should be made objectively to
identify and then meet the housing, business and other development needs of an area,
and respond positively to wider opportunities for growth".
This policy does not allow this to happen. The Kingswood Neighbourhood Plan is
premised on a tightly drawn settlement boundary which restricts all development
except in very narrow circumstances, providing no flexibility for sustainable growth
and effectively restricting any development coming forward outside of this. This will
not only limit and constrain the settlement of Kingswood, but also pressurise other
Third Tier settlements which, despite being less sustainable and more constrained, will
be required to accommodate additional growth. Gladman consider this approach to
development is fundamentally contrary to the presumption in favour of sustainable
development as outlined in paragraph 14 of the Framework.
Gladman notes that policy wording that equated to a settlement boundary was
expressly rejected by the Examiner of the Tattenhall Neighbourhood Plan as a
mechanism that would not be compliant with the Basic Conditions, a decision
endorsed by the High Court in R(BDW Trading Ltd) v Cheshire West and Chester
Council“.
Gladman does not consider that the proposed restriction of growth to an unspecified
quantum of infill development be based on robust evidence. Whilst noting the
commentary on the relatively rapid growth of Kingswood in recent years, Gladman
does not believe that this provides sufficient, robust evidence for the approach taken.
The combination of Policies SL1 and H1 effectively results in a constraint of
development for the neighbourhood area.
The policies in the Neighbourhood Plan do no support strategic development needs,
and instead seek to limit the contribution that Kingswood will make towards the OAN
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No specific action
required

of Stroud. It is not appropriate, having regard to paragraphs 16,47, 49 of the
Framework and the above provision to make the NP.”

Gladman
Developments Ltd.

The respondent considers that the Draft NDP is contrary to NPPG Paragraph 004
Reference ID 41-072-20140306 regarding how it demonstrates a contribution towards
sustainable development for the following reasons:

General / Planwide

No specific action
required

General Comments

Determination on
Scoping Request
provided by SDC

“Gladman submits that the pre-submission draft KNP does not demonstrate how the
Plan will contribute to sustainable development. It has not considered how the
objective of arbitrarily restricting residential development within Kingswood Parish
will impact on the vitality of the local community and the viability of local shops,
services and other infrastructure.
Although it is acknowledged that the number of dwellings in Kingswood has grown by
15% since 2006 and the population grew from 1,290 in 2001 to 1,389 in 201 1, no
evidence has been presented that demonstrates such growth has put undue pressure on
local services or directly impacted on the sustainable merits of the settlement. If the
Plan were to allow residential growth, the necessary improvements to local
infrastructure to absorb the needs of new residents, along with the additional desires
to provide improvements to community facilities can be provided for through the
appropriate financial contributions.”
Gladman
Developments Ltd.

The respondent considers that the Draft NDP is contrary to NPPG Paragraph 004
Reference ID 41-073-20140306 in terms of considering whether an environmental
assessment is required at a sufficiently early stage for the following reasons:
“Gladman notes that no Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) has been carried
out to date. It is understood that a screening request has been submitted to Stroud
District Council, however the outcome of this is not known at the time of writing.
Both the Strategic Environmental Assessment directive and Neighbourhood Planning
PPG make expressly clear that an SEA Screening Report should be undertaken at the
earliest opportunity. The decision to delay the publication of whether an SEA is
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required has left both members of the public and the development industry at a distinct
disadvantage due to the Parish Council's decision to progress with a consultation
which is unfair and consequently unlawful and not a qualifying Regulation 14
consultation. The Regulation 14 consultation has proceeded without the production of
the correct documentation to explain (a) whether SEA is required; (b) how SEA will be
conducted.
Therefore, preventing development industry representatives and members of the public
from participating. Where there is an intention to allocate land or put in place a
settlement boundary (as is currently the case here), then the screening determination
should have taken place as early as possible in accordance with PPG 073 and 080,
and prior to Regulation 14 consultation. This has therefore impacted on the lawfulness
of this current consultation and results in uncertainty as to whether the Plan is capable
of meeting basic condition (f).
The failure of Kingwood Parish Council to submit a screening opinion request at an
earlier stage of the plan preparation may result in a delay to the Neighbourhood Plan
process. If it is found that an assessment is required, Regulation 14 consultation will
be required to re-open once such an assessment has been produced and submitted to
the qualifying body (SDC). Failure to have acquired an SEA screening opinion sooner
is clearly contrary to paragraph 073 of the PPG.”
The respondent also states this objection in the context of NPPG Paragraph 004
Reference ID 41-078-20140306 in terms of the Draft NDP’s regard for relevant EU
Obligations for the following reasons:
“Gladman contend that the KNP has failed to have sufficient regard to the
requirements of the Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) Directive. We therefore
submit that the KNP is contrary to basic condition 8 2(f).”
Gladman
Developments Ltd.

The respondent considers that the Draft NDP is contrary to NPPG Paragraph 004
Reference ID 41-074-20140306 in its approach towards general conformity (including
the rationale for the approach and whether the distinction or additional detail
undermines Local Plan policies) for the following reasons:
“The housing requirement set out in the SDLP was considered by the Local Plan
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Policy SL1

Policy SL1 re-drafted
to clarify the role
and function of the
settlement and
appropriate

opportunities for
development

Inspector as a minimum target, and that this should not constrain developments which
can be considered as significantly sustainable. In this instance, the restriction of
growth to ‘infill’ development within the settlement boundary does not reflect the ethos
of a ‘minimum’ requirement versed throughout the SDLP, nor is it supported by a
robust evidence base. Policy SL1 seeks to constrain further housing development
outside the defined settlement boundary, with no method for weighing the adverse
impacts of the development proposals against the benefits of the scheme. Any
references to infilling are highly misleading, when there are no sites for infilling to
occur. Gladman therefore submit that the strategy set out Policy SL1 would fail Basic
Conditions (a), (d) and (e), as the arbitrary restraint on housing is not supported by
strategic policies of the SDLP which refer to a ‘minimum’ requirement.”
Gladman
Developments Ltd.

The respondent considers that the Draft NDP is contrary to NPPG Paragraph 005
Reference ID 10-005-20140306 regarding an understanding of viability and the
deliverabllity of the Plan’s vision and policies for the following reasons:

Policies H1 and
GSC1

Policy GSC1 redrafted (see
previous comments)

Policies E4 and LA1

Identification of
Local Green Spaces
revised in
Regulation 15 Draft
and further

“The KNP consists of a number of policies as identified in section 2.2 of these
representations which will act to have an adverse impact on development viability. No
robust evidence has been produced to demonstrate that a significant level of housing
will come forward within the proposed settlement boundary. Without allocating the
necessary land to secure Kingswood’s vitality this may result in a negative impact on
the Plan's wider objectives i.e. a decline in local serves and facilities.
It does not appear that the Parish Council have undertaken any up-to-date viability
assessment of the KNP’s cumulative obligations. The Parish Council should not set out
onerous policy requirements which will restrict the ability of sustainable growth being
delivered. It is of critical importance that the Parish Council revisit its evidence base
to test the KNP’s effects on infrastructure viability given its restrictive nature.”
Gladman
Developments Ltd.

The respondent considers that the Draft NDP is contrary to NPPG Paragraph 006
Reference ID 37-006-20140306 regarding the approach towards Local Green Spaces
and areas of open space for the following reasons:
“Policy E4 of the pre-submission KNP seeks to protect a number of local sites by
designating them as ‘Local Green Spaces. The areas designated are:
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 The Village Playing Field
 The Chipping
 The Ash Path
 Nind Nature Reserve
 Tubbs Turf
It is made clear at paragraph 77 of the NPPF that the Parish Council must show that a
green space is ‘demonstrably special to a local community’. The pre-submission KNP
supplies little evidence of the importance of these local green spaces, notably The Ash
Path and Nind Nature Reserve which are both outside the settlement boundary and
arguably are not local in character, contrary to the Framework. Further, the Nind
Nature Reserve is designated as a Local Nature Reserve under the management of
Gloucestershire Wildlife Trust and so is afforded certain protection under the SDLP in
any event. Gladman questions the need to include Nind Nature Reserve as a Local
Green Space.
Further to the speciﬁc designation of Local Green Spaces, the pre-submission KNP
sets out in its Vision and Objectives that one of its key aims is to protect the open,
green space that divides Kingswood from neighbouring settlements and attempts to
support this through Policy LA1 (Protection of Landscape Character and Locally
Important Views) where it provides that development will only be permitted where it
"Prevent(s) the coalescence of outlying settlements with Kingswood and maintain(s)
local identity and distinctiveness within the surrounding countryside".
Gladman submits that such policy is contrary to the Framework and paragraph 006
ofthe PPG as it attempts to strengthen the existing local landscape policy contained
within the SDLP without providing robust evidence to qualify such measures. The
recommendation of the Chapel-en-le-Frith examiner to delete a policy seeking to
extend a Special Landscape Area in the absence of a robust evidence base supports
this view.”
NPPG ID: 37-008 is also referenced for in relation to public rights of way:
“Gladman submits that the inclusion of The Ash Walk within Policy E4 is unnecessary
as the path, which represents a linear walk between the settlement and Nind Nature
Reserve, is already designated as a Public Right of Way. As such it is already afforded
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clarification
provided on NPPF
requirements

the necessary statutory protection.”

Gladman
Developments Ltd.

The respondent considers that the Draft NDP is contrary to NPPG Paragraph 029
Reference ID 11-029-20140306,regarding the potential significant effects of the Plan
and need to undertake SEA for the following reasons:
“It is clear that Kingswood Parish Council have not sought to identify whether or not
the KNP requires an SEA at an early stage. Given that the relevant SEA screening
request is pending and the outcome unknown, it is likely that if an SEA is required this
will be conducted subsequent to the publication of the pre-submission draft and
associated Regulation 14 consultation.
Gladman contend that the adequacy of the SEA goes to the core compliance of basic
condition (f) which requires strict adherence to the requirements of the Strategic
Environmental Assessment Directive and the implementing UK Regulations.
As noted above, the Council have yet to determine whether an SEA is required.
Gladman submit that the decision to delay the screening determination has resulted in
both members of the public and the development industry being at a distinct
disadvantage due to the Parish Council's decision to progress with a consultation
which is unfair and consequently unlawful and not a qualifying Regulation 14
consultation.
The KNP is a plan that seeks to constrain the delivery of future sustainable growth
opportunities and does not accord with national planning policy and practice guidance
or the strategic requirements for the wider area; and therefore should be tested with
significant SEA level scrutiny. The Plan should identify, describe and evaluate all
reasonable alternatives with active consideration of the removal of the settlement
boundary as a reasonable alternative, the consideration of Gladman’s site as a
reasonable alternative in an open-minded manner sufficient to inform the Plan's
policies and whether the Plan is capable of delivering alternative pro-growth
scenarios, before proceeding to a further pre-submission consultation.”
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General / Planwide

No specific action
required

Gladman
Developments Ltd.

The respondent considers that the Draft NDP is contrary to NPPG Paragraph 040
Reference ID 3-040-20140306,regarding the relevance of five year land supply and the
Plan’s approach towards delivery against the objectively assessed needs for the District
for the following reasons:

General / Planwide

“The pre-submission KNP fails to take account of housing need and as such plans for
no significant housing growth. It fails to acknowledge that the housing requirement of
the SDLP is only a minimum and that suitable flexibility has been written into the
Local Plan to allow for housing sites to be identified in Third Tier settlements through
the neighbourhood plan process. No flexibility is written into Policies SL1 and H1 to
allow Kingswood to take further growth in the instance that strategic housing sites are
not delivering elsewhere in the District potentially resulting in an under supply of
housing.”
Gladman
Developments Ltd.

The respondent provides details of their land interests at Charfield Road, including
detail of proposals submitted under application reference 15/1271/OUT and evidence
in support of the application as a logical extension to the village which it considers will
sustain its vitality and enhance the viability of services. The following potential
benefits are listed:







“Deliver development in a sustainable location. The development is wellrelated to the existing settlement, within close proximity to existing bus stops
on Charfield Road. The site is also within walking and cycling distance of all
major facilities within the village, including the school, Spar and Post Office
and Village Hall, as well as Katherine Lady Berkeley's School on Wotton
Road;
Land allocated for community benefit which has the potential to be used to
meet some of the infrastructure requirements of the pre-submission KNP;
Provide new public open space and a high quality landscape setting. This will
be provided in close proximity to the proposed housing, along with more
informal recreation space and landscaping to meet the needs of the new
residents;
Create a high quality residential environment which respects the character of
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Policy H1 and SL1

Commentary on
developer’s specific
interest.

No specific action
required









Stroud. The development has been carefully designed to respond positively and
sympathetically to its built and environmental context and the character and
appearance of the surrounding area;
Deliver a mix of housing types and sizes to meet the strategic needs of the
local housing market, including family and affordable housing. This will
demonstrably support and help secure the current and future vitality of the
village;
Retain existing trees, hedgerows and landscape features as far as possible. In
addition to this there will be surface water balancing ponds. In accordance
with the Framework the proposals will result in a net gain for biodiversity;
Create a site with good pedestrian links throughout and to the wider area.
New public footpaths will be created on the adjacent field to the west while
existing public footpaths will be retained. New pedestrian links through the
site will be created, linking it to Kingswood centre and the surrounding
countryside;
Provide satisfactory access with minimal traffic impact. The access meets all
required visibility splays and safety requirements and the anticipated level of
traffic increase associated with the development proposals are unlikely to have
a material impact upon the operation of the local highway network;”

Deliver increased Council Tax revenue and receipts of New Homes Bonus payments to
further invest back into the community, along with other tangible economic benefits
that will benefit the community of Kingswood and the Borough.
The respondents consider the Policies SL1 and H1 would actively and unnecessarily
restrict this development contrary to NPPF Paragraphs 14 and 49 of the NPPF and
SDLP Policy CP1
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Persimmon Homes
Severn Valley

The respondent sets out that whilst the principle of the Draft NDP’s Vision is
supported, it lacks a clear relationship with the scale of housing need or the necessary
scale, type and location of provision necessary to meet identified needs (for market as
well as affordable housing) to deliver these objectives:

Vision and
Objectives

No specific action
required

SL1

See previous
comments regarding
the revised
approach to Policies
SL1 and H1 and
work to clarify the
relationship with
the Vision and
Objectives of the
Plan

“In relation to housing issues PHSV supports the Vision as far as it goes, but it is
lacking in any consideration of housing and the impact of the Neighbourhood Plan
meeting housing needs that arise in Kingswood, irrespective of any pressure from
migration. The KNDP identifies a number of housing issues which is does not address.
In particular the vision says ‘where residential has taken place, it has been ensured
that this has provided a supply of housing that enables both young and first-time
buyers and older ’downsizers’ to remain in the village.’
In response the objective is ‘to support sustainable development that is in line with the
defined needs of the community and in particular enables the young and the elderly to
continue to live in the parish.’

Persimmon Homes
Severn Valley

In the section on settlement development limits boundary it confirms that ‘it is
particularly important that local development is directed to the most sustainable
locations and that sprawl is avoided’. Also that ‘it is appropriate that the village is
able to manage and accommodate appropriate level of growth in order to prosper’.
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However, the housing section fails to get to grips with this in the light of the key issues
raised in the housing evidence base collected for the Neighbourhood Plan, In
particular:
- There are ‘few opportunities within the existing pipeline to deliver sufficient
affordable housing to meet most of the existing locally arising needs.’
- ‘The needs of an above average population of younger people are recognised,
particularly where this is preventing those first-time buyers accessing properties on
the open market‘.
- A ‘need for older persons housing.’
The KNDP does not provide any specific policy response to delivering affordable
housing or identifying housing for the young or elderly, particularly in the light of the
recognition that few opportunities exist and, instead relies on two general policy
statements. Even then Policy H1 does not provide any specific criteria against which to
judge individual proposals. The supporting text confirms this, identifying a need to
‘explore future growth opportunities if required along with ﬂexibility for small-scale
windfall development within the built up boundary’. In our view it is insufficient to rely
on windfall opportunities, which by their very nature are ad hoc and cannot be
planned for, to meet housing needs when they arise. In addition the plan provides no
indication of the potential that could be realised from windfalls anyway. That is not to
suggest there is a need to direct strategic growth to Kingswood as that is not the role
of the KNDP. However, between windfall and strategic growth the plan could and
should be making provision for local growth to address the housing issues it identifies
and in particular the needs for the young and elderly.
In that respect the plan is to be commended for carrying out a Housing Needs Survey.
We note that it identifies a need for 13 affordable units (8 affordable rented and 5
shared ownership). These numbers are unlikely to be delivered in association with
windfall provision and indeed on the basis of the Stroud Local Plan Policy CP9 30%
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affordable housing requirement, it would require 30 market houses to provide the 13
affordable units. Whilst the provision of 13 affordable units might be viable on one or
two larger sites, it is unlikely to be delivered viably on a larger number of small
windfall sites. Indeed, past delivery shows exactly that. Of the 86 units granted
planning permission since 2006, 68 have been on two sites which deliver affordable
housing whereas the other 12 units were on seven sites which did not deliver
affordable housing. The fall-back position that the KNDP then relies on is that
provision would have to come from an exception site, but given this level of need we
consider it would be more appropriate to provide certainly by identifying a specific
site including a mix of both market and affordable housing.
Again this is necessary because we do not consider the Housing Need Survey fully
addresses the need for market and affordable housing. The survey identified 12 out of
26 respondents wishing to move as having financial means to afford suitable private
sector housing in Kingswood. This is only a snap shot in time and does not properly
assess future needs in Kingswood for a plan which extends to 2031. In particular, what
about the needs of a proportion of the 305 under 16's or opportunities for a proportion
of the 250 over 65’s to downsize in response to the fifth objective on page 11 to enable
the young and the elderly to continue to live in the parish?
Secondly, again the survey only identifies the current affordable housing needs and
makes no attempt to provide for needs that arise in future years up to 2031. The Local
Plan identifies a need for 446 units per year throughout Stroud District so the % need
identified in Kingswood is less than 3% of a single year's affordable housing need in a
district.
PHSV consider that land at Cloverlea Barn, Wickwar Road is a suitable and
sustainable site that is supported by a number of the plan's objectives in that it will:
-Not impact on the open green space between Kingswood and neighbouring
settlements;
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- Not impact on existing open spaces and views;
- Not impact on heritage;
- is sustainable;
- Will provide opportunities for the young and elderly to continue to live in the parish;
- Can make contributions towards community, leisure, sport and education facilities.”

Persimmon Homes
Severn Valley

The respondent considers that the Draft NDP does not respond positively to the
national policy objective to boost significantly the supply of housing as it has not
considered any site allocations or according to the respondent’s view that the SDLP
encourages NDPs to deliver additional development. It is also stated that the need set
out in the SDLP is a minimum, does not significantly boost previous rates of supply
and that Stroud District may struggle to maintain a Five Year Land Supply. This is
considered contrary to NPPF Paragraphs 47 and 184 in-particular:
“Guidance on Neighbourhood Planning in NPPF paragraph 184 states that
Neighbourhood Plans must be in general conformity with the Strategy Policies of the
Local Plan and that neighbourhoods should plan positively to support them.
Neighbourhood Plans should not promote less development than set out in the Local
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General / PlanWide

Vision and
Objectives

No specific action
required

Plan, but as the introduction to the KNDP says that they can promote more
development. Neighbourhood Plans should not undermine the Local Plan strategic
policies. Equally NPPG ID41-O42 confirms that a Neighbourhood Plan can allocate
sites for development.
The implications for this in relation to the KNDP is that the plan is able to identify
proposals for more housing than in the Local Plan provided it does not conflict with
the Strategic Policies of the Local Plan and can allocate sites provided they are not
strategic sites. We note that the KNDP does neither.
The guidance in the NPPG paragraph 042 also says that ‘a qualifying body should
carry out an appraisal of options and an assessment of individual sites against clearly
defined criteria’.
The issue here is that the KNDP has not carried out ﬂy appraisal of options for
development or any assessment of any individual sites. This appears to be on the basis
of the assumption that there will be no need to allocate sites in view of the up-to-date
Local Plan. For the reason stated above and below we consider that approach is
wrong and may fail to meet the basic conditions that Neighbourhood Plans are
required to satisfy.
In addition, at the heart of the NPPF is the presumption in favour of sustainable
development seen as the golden thread running plan—making and decision-taking. For
plan-making this means meeting objectively assessed needs. As set out above we
consider the KNDP identifies needs which it then does not meet.
NPPF paragraph 47 requires Local Planning Authorities to boost significantly the
supply of housing. This stems from Government commitments from David Cameron
and Nick Clegg in 2011, where people ‘can expect to own a decent home of their own‘,
which ‘goes right to the heart of what this Government is about’ and ‘will unlock the
housing market’ and ‘get Britain building again’.
The Government's narrative in boosting housing has continued and for example in July
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2015 David Cameron this time with George Osborne confirmed ‘having your own
place is an important stake in our economy. . . we don ’t want this to be a country
where if you're rich you can buy a home, but if you’re less well off you can’t. . . you
are either pro-reform or not; for building homes, or not; on the side of young people,
or not. We know our position. As a one nation Government, we will always be squarely
on the side of those who want to get on.’
However whilst there is a very recent inspectors report and about to be adopted Local
Plan, there are still doubts about the adequacy of the housing numbers and whether
they meet Government Policy for the following reasons:
- The Inspector's own words in his report cast doubt on whether the proposed figure of
11,400 will achieve the necessary significant boost to housing supply. He says the
figure is absolute minimum, that it represents the midpoint in job scenarios and that it
provides a modest uplift. This language does not provide any confidence that the figure
will provide a significant boost in housing supply as required by Government Policy.
Indeed, using the midpoint in the job scenarios suggested more of a compromise
producing an increase but only a modest uplift.
- it is also notable that recent appeal decisions have picked up the need to meet the
requirements in paragraph 47 of the NPPF and significantly boost housing supply.
Appeal decisions at New Street, Weedon Bec, Northamptonshire, and Walcot Meadow,
Drakes Broughton, Pershore, confirm that the framework seeks to boost significantly
the supply of housing and the ability to demonstrate a 5 year housing land supply
should not be seen as a maximum supply.
- Even 11,400 does not deliver a modest increase mounting to 456 dwellings per
annum compared with the previous regional spatial strategy target of 455 per annum.
— An annual target of 456 is not a significant boost over past completions of 426 per
annum (an increase of only 7%).
We also note that currently the Stroud District Housing Land Supply Assessment July
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2015 concludes that the Council can demonstrate a 7 year supply of housing land.
However, that has yet to be rigorously tested, most appropriately through the
consideration of a planning appeal. In particularly, there are a number of sites that
are not delivering in accordance with the Council's projected trajectory for those sites
which are necessary to deliver the assessed housing supply.
Our conclusions on housing numbers and housing land supply issues in relation to the
KNDP is that:
- The plan can make allocations.
- The plan should carry an assessment of alternative development options.
- Even given an up-to-date Local Plan and an apparent 5 year housing land supply the
figures these documents contain should not be seen as a ceiling or a maximum.
- Government Policy is to significantly boost housing supply. Therefore the KNDP
should respond positively to the above position.”
Persimmon Homes
Severn Vale

The respondent makes the following statements in relation to the relevant policies:
We note that the supporting text says ‘scope to review the settlement development
limits boundary in the future is supported where it would assist in meeting the wider
objectives of the Neighbourhood Development Plan.’ As set out above PHSV consider
such a review should be undertaken now in preparing the KNDP to provide a robust
long term strategy which meets housing need throughout the planned period.
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Policy SL1

Policy reviewed inline with earlier
comments

Persimmon Homes
Severn Vale

The respondent makes the following statements in relation to the relevant policies:

Persimmon Homes
Severn Vale

The respondent makes the following statements in relation to the relevant policies:

Policy H1

References for
future reviews
within the Draft
NDP have been
revised

Policy H2

Policy revised as SL3
specifically in
relation to locally
identified affordable
housing needs

General comments above on housing issues relate specifically to this policy.
Specifically in relation to the policy wording, we consider locally a rise in affordable
housing needs within the parish will not be provided in full by relying on infill
development within the settlement development limits and a rural exception sites. The
Housing Needs Survey does not assess future housing needs and does not properly
assess demand for market housing arising from the young and elderly, contrary to the
objectives of the KNDP. This should be reviewed now rather than deferred for 5 years.
In addition, reliance on individual infill applications and an exceptions site will not
deliver the necessary infrastructure improvements that could be secured through a
specific site allocation or allocations.

As above it is not clear that the proposed strategy set out in this policy will deliver
even the immediately identified affordable housing needs, quite apart from future
unidentified needs.
in addition, the fourth paragraph of the policy, seeking to meet affordable needs of
people employed locally but living outside the parish requires a level of control that is
impracticable.
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Persimmon Homes
Severn Vale

The respondent makes the following statements in relation to the relevant policies:

Policy GSC1

Policy revised (see
also responses to
other developer
commnets)

Policies E1, E2 and
E3

Noted

We note that the policy identifies a substantial number of additional community
facilities, including a graffiti wall, a youth shelter, play equipment, toilets and an
extension to Kingswood Village Hall. it is not clear how these facilities will be
delivered. We note that the supporting text says that ‘development proposals would be
supported where it can be demonstrated that they can appropriately contribute to
current infrastructure priorities’.
However, the level of development proposed ie, a small exception site and infill will
clearly not contribute to the provision of these extensive facilities and there is no clear
strategy set out in the plan for their delivery. We also note that the supporting test
suggests developments should require great crested newt mitigation, allotments and
community orchards. Again it is not clear how these can be provided on the level of
development proposed in the plan whereas the allocation of land at Cloverlea Barn,
Wickwar Road would provide a new newt pond and potentially space for community
vegetable or orchard growing and make contributions towards but not finance in total
other facilities set out in policy GSC1.

Persimmon Homes
Severn Vale

The respondent makes the following statements in relation to the relevant policies:
Policies E1 Protection of Natural Habitats, E2 Minimisinq the Environmental Impact
of Development and E3 Green Infrastructure and Development are all sensible
policies.
We note that the land at Cloverlea Barn, Wickwar Road, would satisfy all these
policies by providing a new newt pond and provision for bats including a 5-10 metre
ecology zone around the whole site, connections to the wider countryside and
protection of all boundary trees and hedgerows thereby creating its own identity and
contribute to the landscape character of the village.
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Persimmon Homes
Severn Vale

The respondent makes the following statements in relation to the relevant policies:

Persimmon Homes
Severn Vale

The respondent makes the following statements in relation to the relevant policies:

Persimmon Homes
Severn Vale

The respondent makes the following comments regarding the legal requirements for
Neighbourhood Plans:

Policy LA1

PHSV support the requirements of this detailed policy and it is clearly important that
the landscape character and important local views are protected. Again land at
Cloverlea Barn, Wickwar Road would meet all the requirements of this policy.
Policy FR1

Noted

Plan-wide

No specific action
required

Again PHSV support the requirements of this policy and confirm that land at Cloverlea
Barn, Wickwar Road which is in flood zone 1 can meet all the requirements set out.

“To be made, the submitted plan has to meet the Basic Conditions set out in Schedule
4B of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 and Section 38A of the Planning and
Compulsory Purchase Act 2004. In addition to the housing issues raised above (in
relation to basic condition 8(2)(a)) the consultation draft makes no reference to basic
condition 8(2)(f) relating to EU Obligations and Strategic Environmental
Assessment.”
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Crest Nicholson,
South West
Agent: Pegasus

The respondent makes the following statement regarding addressing the Draft NDP’s
failure to meet basic conditions:
We support the Parish Council’s intentions in bringing forward a Neighbourhood
Development Plan (NDP); however, we are concerned for those reasons set out below
that the currently proposed NDP would fail to accord with both national planning
policy in respect to the role and aspirations for NDPs, and would fail to accord with
the aspirations of the strategic local plan in delivering sustainable development over
the plan period.
Our comments below relate to the basic conditions as set out in paragraph 8(2) of
Schedule 4b of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990, and as summarised in the
National Planning Practice Guidance (PPG):
- “having regard to national policies and advice contained in
guidance issued by the Secretary of State it is appropriate to make the
neighbourhood plan;
- the making of the neighbourhood plan contributes to the
achievement of sustainable development;
- the making of the neighbourhood plan is in general conformity with
the strategic policies contained in the development plan for the area of the
authority;
- the making of the neighbourhood plan does not breach, and is
otherwise compatible with, EU obligations; and
- prescribed conditions are met in relation to the neighbourhood plan
and prescribed matters have been complied with in connection with the
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N/A Plan Wide

No specific action
required

proposal for the neighbourhood plan.” Our interpretation of these basic
conditions is informed by recent NDP Examiners’ Reports and High Court
Decisions, which have affirmed the status of NDP’s in the planning process,
and identified the scope and intent of the basic conditions in terms of detailed
planning policies.
At the outset, it is noted that we are committed to continuing dialogue with the NDP
group and would welcome the opportunity to discuss the matters raised below, and to
address any questions that may be outstanding in terms of our aspirations for the site.
This is clearly emphasized by the Local Plan Inspector who both required Stroud to
deliver 11,400 units as a minimum, thus ensuring additional sustainable development
is supported, but also through the express recognition that settlements such as
Kingswood will be expected to provide for additional opportunities for growth,
including the delivery of affordable housing, at an appropriate level.
The PPG considers the role of rural housing, both in meeting housing land supply, but
also in supporting the broader sustainability of villages and smaller settlements:
“A thriving rural community in a living, working countryside depends, in part, on
retaining local services and community facilities such as schools, local shops, cultural
venues, public houses and places of worship. Rural housing is essential to ensure
viable use of these local facilities.” ‘Rural Housing’ (PPG, ID: 50-2014-03-06).
The potential of new housing development to contribute to maintaining and enhancing
the vitality of a rural settlement in Stroud was considered at an allowed appeal for 150
units in Leonard Stanley; also defined as a ‘Third Tier Settlement’ in the emerging
Local Plan:
“the site is located close to the existing services within the village, including the
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school, shops, pubs and community facilities and it is probable that these would be
better supported, and so flourish, or at least be less likely to close through lack of
patronage” (Paragraph 25).
Wider Neighbourhood Plan Policies
Reviewing a number of wider draft policies it is noted that they take the form of the
‘old style’ local plan policies through reflecting a binary assessment. These are
contrary to the NPPF which seeks to respond positively to opportunities for growth,
and sets out policies as part of a balancing act. In particular, it is noted that a number of
the ‘tests’ set in the draft policies fail to reflect the tests set out in the NPPF. This is
contrary to the basic conditions.
Crest Nicholson,
South West
Agent: Pegasus

The respondent makes the following statement regarding addressing the Draft NDP’s
Role in the Plan Hierarchy:
It is recognised that the NDP is coming forward with a shortly to be adopted Local
Plan. This provides a degree of certainty in respect to the development strategy for
Kingswood over the plan period.
As recognised on p6 of the NDP, neighbourhood plans “should not promote less
development than set out in the Local Plan but can promote more development”.
This is to be read alongside paragraph 16 of the National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF) which states that neighbourhoods should:



“develop plans that support the strategic development needs set out in Local
Plans, including policies for housing and economic development; and
plan positively to support local development, shaping and directing
development in their area that it outside the strategic elements of the Local
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Plan-Wide /
General Comments

No specific action
required

Plan” (my emphasis added). The Stroud Local Plan seeks the provision of at
least 11,400 dwellings over the plan period. It is clearly expressed as a
minimum target and as such additional sustainable development beyond the
11,400 is to be supported. Wider aspirations within the Stroud Local Plan also
seek to maximise the delivery of affordable housing. The emerging Local
Plan (as defined by the Main Modifications July 2015 and the Examiner’s
modifications November 2015) seeks to direct development in accordance with
a settlement hierarchy (policy CP3). Kingswood is identified as a Third Tier
Settlements which is identified as an ‘Accessible Settlement.’
“These villages possess a limited level of facilities and services that, together with
improved local employment, provide the best opportunities outside the Local Service
Centres for greater self containment. They will provide for lesser levels of development
in order to safeguard their role and to provide through any Neighbourhood Plans
some opportunities for growth and to deliver affordable housing.”
With particular reference to Kingswood, the Local Plan Inspector stated:
“Appropriate development will be supported to sustain Kingswood and North Nibley
in their roles as Settlements with Limited Facilities.” (paragraph 3.85/3).
As such, the strategic policies within the shortly to be adopted Stroud Local Plan seek
to direct appropriate development to Kingswood to support its continued role as a
settlement with some facilities. Whilst it is envisaged to provide lesser levels of
development than other larger settlements, it is clear that some appropriate
development is envisaged over the plan period.
As such, it is clear that consideration must be given to the wider role of Kingswood in
supporting sustainable development over the remaining plan period, with the position
that Kingswood has met its part of the ‘supply’ of 11,400 units unsound. Firstly,
11,400 units is a minimum, and secondly that the strategic policies of the Local Plan
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and the PPG both require consideration in respect to the wider role of housing in
supporting rural economies and communities beyond merely meeting a minimum level
of housing need.

Crest Nicholson,
South West
Agent: Pegasus

The respondent makes the following statement regarding addressing the Draft NDP’s
Format and Structure:
The draft NDP is a comprehensive document, however this makes it longer and more
difficult to review that should the case for a NDP.
We would suggest a number of amendments. Firstly, remove all repetition of the
Stroud Local Plan policies. There is no need to repeat policies, or summarise the
intentions of policies.
The draft NDP contains unnecessary supporting information, for example details of
listed buildings, and detailed discussion of the ‘evidence bases’ and policy
background. References should be retained, but should direct readers to the relevant
evidence bases rather than providing additional summaries. If the Parish Council were
so minded to continue to include such detailed supporting text, this should be removed
from the draft NDP, and placed within a background document.
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Plan Wide

No specific action
required

Crest Nicholson
South West
Agent: Pegasus

The respondent makes the following statement regarding addressing the Draft NDP’s
ability to delivery housing:
The emerging NDP indicates that new development up to 2031 will need to provide a
supply of housing for young first-time buyers, and older ‘downsizers’ wishing to
remain in the village (p.11). Indeed at p.22 the NDP identifies particular constraints
being that there are presently few opportunities within the existing pipeline to deliver
sufficient affordable housing to meet the existing local needs and that there is an
above-average population of younger people which raises issues of accessing
properties on the local market.
Beyond this, the emerging NDP recognises the settlements “very strong employment
role” (p.8 and 10) and seeks to support the sustainable growth and expansion of these
business and enterprises (p.26). The draft NDP also highlights the desire to promote
the retention and development of local services and facilities in the village. Indeed at
p.26, the emerging NDP highlights these two objectives, supporting and development
local services and facilities and encouraging sustainable growth of local businesses, as
particularly important over the plan period. Furthermore, the Parish Council seeks to
support increased public transport services through increasing patronage (Policy T4),
and the delivery of a community transport facility (Policy T6) which clearly requires
increased dwellings.
The NDP is underpinned by two emerging local housing need assessments, one for
those already resident within the village, and one for those who work at the strategic
employment site, Renishaw. All households on these lists would qualify for affordable
housing within Kingswood based upon their local connection with the Parish.
The assessments both found an existing affordable housing need for 26 households.
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SL1, H1, H2

Policies SL1, H1 and
H2 revised (see also
responses to
previous developer
comments)

This is significant.
The draft NDP’s position at p24, that those needs of households working at Renishaw
can be ignored given that a number of these households also indicated that their needs
could be met elsewhere in Charfield or Wotton is evidently unsound. Those households
qualify for affordable housing need, and have a local connection to Kingswood, and as
such the future delivery of affordable housing in Kingswood would be required to meet
an element of their needs. An assessment of housing need is a well-documented
national practice, and the Parish Council’s position is contrary to policy and practice,
and is entirely unjustified and unsound.
Secondly, the two Renishaw sites fall entirely within the parish boundary of
Kingswood. As such, unless those households with an affordable housing need were
already resident in Charfield, they would not qualify for an affordable home within
that parish given it is within a different local authority and the local connection by
virtue of employment within the parish would not apply.
The basic principle of Neighbourhood Planning as enshrined at paragraph 1 of the
NPPF is that neighbourhood plans can be produced which “reflect the needs and
priorities of their communities”. Indeed, the requirements of paragraph 16 indicate
that Neighbourhood Plans should plan positively to support local development.
The draft NDP does not present a positively planned or sound framework to meet both
the identified local affordable housing need and the wider aspirations in respect to
delivery homes for younger households and those households wishing to downsize.
It is noted that according to the minutes of the Neighbourhood Plan Group meetings
(dated 24 June 2015 and 15 July 2015), the group decided to go against the advice of
Stroud’s Neighbourhood Plan officer who indicated that the Parish Council should
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issue a call for sites. It is also noted that in an earlier meeting (30 April 2015),
Stroud’s Neighbourhood Plan officer had advised that if any housing need was
identified through the local housing need surveys, that it should be allocated through
the NDP.
The NDP’s approach is to support a rural exception site that could come forward, and
if nothing comes forward within the next five years, review the NDP as required. This
is a significant concern, as evidently in line with the national guidance and accepted
approach, the delivery of affordable housing to meet existing needs should be
expedited.
Beyond meeting affordable housing needs, the intentions of the draft NDP appear to
support additional economic growth, and encourage the delivery of enhanced or new
community facilities and services, without providing a suitable housing delivery
strategy to support these aspirations.
The draft NDP’s housing policies, Policy H1 and H2, clearly conflict with the NDP’s
own evidence base, the NPPF and PPG, and the aspirations of the strategic planning
policies of Stroud District Council which seek for Neighbourhood Plans to address
local housing need.
Crest Nicholson
South West
Agent: Pegasus

The respondent makes the following statement regarding addressing the Draft NDP’s
growth :
The NPPF defines sustainable development as about “positive growth – making
economic, environmental and social progress” (pi). Indeed, Core Planning Principle
number 4 (paragraph 17) indicates that within both plan making and decision taking
“every effort should be made objectively to identify and then meet the housing,
business and other developments needs of an area, and respond positively to wider
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SL1

No specific action
required

opportunities for growth”.
The emerging NDP clearly fails to meet its requirements to respond positively to
opportunities for growth, and to make every effort to meet the demonstrated local
needs of the settlement of Kingswood.
Crest Nicholson
South West
Agent: Pegasus

Crest Nicholson
South West
Agent: Pegasus

The respondent makes the following statement in regard to their opinion that the plan
cannot meet Stroud District Council’s 5 year housing land supply:

SL1, H1, H2

No specific action
required

SL1, H1, H2

No specific action
required

Beyond this, it is noted that the district has consistently failed to illustrate a five year
housing land supply. In fact, according to the Council’s own evidence base, their five
year housing land supply has already dropped considerably from 7.03 (July 2015) to
6.75 (November 2015) in just a five month period. This places increased emphasis on
settlements within the District to identify additional allocations to ensure that they are
able to continue to contribute to the Council’s housing land supply over the plan
period.
The respondent makes the following statements in relation to the Chestnut Park
Develoment and its relationship to Affordable housing provision and Stroud District
Councils 5 year housing land supply. They welcome the opportunity to discuss the
development:
It is clear that Kingswood will be required to deliver additional housing over the
forthcoming plan period, and that the Parish Council’s current position that this
should be delayed for a period of 5 years is contrary both to the NDP’s own evidence
base, and the principles of the NPPF.
My client’s site at land at Chestnut Park represents the most logical development
opportunity within the settlement; and provides the potential to meet both a significant
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proportion of the existing affordable housing need within the parish, and provides
wider benefits through the provision of additional housing for local households.

Crest Nicholson
South West

The respondent makes the following statements in relation to the relevant policy:

Agent: Pegasus

For example, draft Policy CA2 sets a test of “unacceptable impact” on listed
buildings, which is a different test to the NPPF.

Crest Nicholson
South West

The respondent makes the following statements in relation to the relevant policy:

Agent: Pegasus

Draft Policy GSC2 fails to reflect the provisions of the Localism Act 2011. Assets of
Community Value are identified and protected outside of the planning policy arena
and as such a policy is not appropriate. In addition, it is not appropriate in relation to
the legislation to stretch the protection of ACV to “additional open land brought
forward as amenity land”. The process of identifying and the subsequent protection to
ACV is outside of the NDP arena, and this policy should be removed.
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CA2

Policy revised in-line
with comment and
input from other
stakeholders to
demonstrate how
substantial harm to
heritage assets
should be avoided

GSC2

Policy requirements
clarified and Wildlife
Areas / GNC
Mitigation
alternatively
proposed as Local
Green Space

Crest Nicholson
South West
Agent: Pegasus

Crest Nicholson
South West
Agent: Pegasus

Crest Nicholson
South West
Agent: Pegasus

The respondent makes the following statements in relation to the relevant policy:

E1

Policy clarified in
response to
comment and input
following NPIERS
Health-Check
generally supporting
the approach

E2

Noted

E4

Policy updated to
reflect change in
proposed
designations

Draft Policy E1 fails to reflect the provisions of the NPPF. Furthermore, bullet two
and three are contradictory. Bullet 2 recognises, along the lines of the NPPF, that
suitable replacement habitat can in some instances provide suitable mitigation against
any ecological harms identified. However, bullet 3 seemingly undermines this position,
by assigning a degree of preferential value to these mitigation environments once
established. This is clearly against the purpose and intentions of the NPPF planning
policy. Mitigation land cannot be assigned any greater protection under the NPPF
than any other land of ecological value. In the future, should the mitigation land be
subject to development proposals, in line with bullet 2, suitable replacement habitat
must be provided elsewhere.
The respondent makes the following statements in relation to the relevant policy:
Policy E2 is generally supported, however in line with the NPPF and accepted
national practice, replacement provision can be provided in the immediate locality, not
necessary on site.
The respondent makes the following statements in relation to the relevant policy:
Policy E4 requires a map indicating the Local Green Space proposals. The exception
policy for Local Green Space, that it is required to enhance the role and function of the
identified LGS, is not in conformity with the tests in the NPPF and PPG, and should be
amended accordingly.
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Crest Nicholson
South West
Agent: Pegasus

Crest Nicholson
South West
Agent: Pegasus

Crest Nicholson
South West
Agent: Pegasus

Crest Nicholson
South West
Agent: Pegasus

The respondent makes the following statements in relation to the relevant policy:

E5

No specific action
required

LA1

Policy revised in-line
with input from
other stakeholders
to clarify the
location of public
viewpoints

The test established by Policy E5 is greater than the test for local identified viewpoints
within national guidance, and the emerging Stroud Local Plan. This must be rectified
to meet the basic conditions test. Protection must be commensurate and, in line with
the balancing act of the NPPF, must consider other identified benefits which could
override protection of undesignated viewpoints
The respondent makes the following statements in relation to the relevant policy:
Draft Policy LA1 again fails to reflect commensurate protection, with the bullet points
indicating that any development which had any adverse impact on viewpoints would be
refused. Evidently, this is contrary to national planning policy and must be reviewed.

The respondent makes the following statements in relation to the relevant policy:

FR1

Draft Policy FR1 is supported, however it is contrary to the regulations. The
requirement to provide SUDs is only applicable to developments above 10 units.
Secondly, the Parish Council have no evidence to justify their position that new
culverts would not be permitted.
The respondent makes the following statements in relation to the relevant policy:
Draft Policy T4.4 sets a test for the provision of Travel Plans which is contrary to the
NPPF, this should be amended.
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T4.4

Policy requirements
revised in
accordance with the
Local Plan

Crest Nicholson
South West
Agent: Pegasus

The respondent makes the following statements in relation to the relevant policy:
Draft Policy T7 requires some amendment as in its current form it fails to reflect the
transport impact tests as set out in the NPPF. Point a currently reads that any new
development which adversely impacts on traffic congestion in the village centre or key
junctions would not be permitted. This is inappropriate. Point b provides no detail in
respect to what elements of the character of the village are deemed important in the
NDP, however it is also clear that the test of any adverse impact would be contrary to
the NPPF.
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T7

Projects and policy
requirements
revised

Appendix 4 - Regulation 14
Letter

New Rose Cottage
Chapel Lane
Hillesley
Gloucestershire
GL12 7RQ
Clerk Mary Leonard 01453 844659
Kingswood.parish@btconnect.com
October 12th 2015
Dear Consultee
Kingswood Neighbourhood Development Plan Pre-Submission (Regulation 14) Consultation
12th October 2015 – 22nd November 2015
In 2015 Kingswood Parish Council appointed a Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group to compile a
Neighbourhood Development Plan for the parish. The Kingswood Neighbourhood Development Plan
is prepared in accordance with both the 2011 Localism Act and National policy, contained within the
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF); (online Gov.uk) this requires local plans to be kept up to
date and plan for current and future development needs over at least a 15-year period. The
Neighbourhood Development Plan builds on the work completed in 2014 on the Kingswood Village
Design Statement, Kingswood Environmental Character Assessment and Kingswood Conservation
Area Statement. All three of these documents were adopted as supplementary planning advice by
Stroud District Council in 2014.
The Kingswood Neighbourhood Development Plan Pre-Submission (Regulation 14) Consultation
Document is available to view in the following ways


Online at Kingswood Neighbourhood Development Plan Website
http://www.knp.btck.co.uk/



Online on Kingswood Parish Council’s web site
https://community.stroud.gov.uk/default.asp?pid=54



Hard copies can be viewed at the B&F Gym and The Dinnywicks pub in Kingswood.



Copies of the document can be provided on request from the Parish Clerk. Please email her
on kingswoodndp@gmail.com or by writing to her at the address at the top of this letter.

Comment on the pre-submission consultation document can be made in the following way;
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Post your comments to the Clerk to the address at the top of this letter.
Email to kingswoodndp@gmail.com.
Post comment in the Survey box on the back of the Notice Board on the Chipping
Attend consultation event at Kingswood Village Hall Friday 23rd October between 5pm and 7pm
th

and Saturday 14 November between 2pm and 4pm.

This consultation will close on 22nd November 2015. Comments will be reviewed and the final
submission document amended as appropriate prior to submission to Stroud District for them to
carry out the Public Examination.
Yours sincerely
Mary Leonard
Kingswood Parish Clerk
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Appendix 5 - Regulation 14 Newsletter

NDP Consultation
Monday 12th October – 23rd November 2015
The Future
The Localism Act introduced Neighbourhood Development Planning (NDP) into the hierarchy of
spatial planning in England, giving communities the right to shape their future development.
Following agreement with Stroud District Council, work on a Neighbourhood Development Plan
for Kingswood commenced.
A Steering Group was set up consisting of Parish Council Members and Community Volunteers.
Assistance and guidance was given with the input and statistical expertise from Local Business,
Gloucestershire Rural Community Council, Harris Ethical, Navigus Planning and Stroud District
Council.
On its completion and following a favourable local referendum in February 2016, (date set by
Stroud District Council), the Kingswood Neighbourhood Development Plan will form part of the
District Plan.
It can then be used to influence and determine what type of development could take place in
Kingswood over the period of the plan.
In order to achieve this date, submission to the District Council must be made by 11th December
2015.

A Neighbourhood Development Plan is specifically to be used as a guide to development within
the Parish and reflect the intentions and aspirations of the local community for any future
development.
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It seeks to provide, within the confines of National and Local Policy, a vision for the future of the
Parish in order to ensure that any development is both appropriate and sustainable and enhances
the lives of those who live and work in the area.
The NDP for the parish of Kingswood is supported by a substantial amount of evidence providing a
detailed portrait of the characteristics of the existing community and the services and facilities
that sustain the settlement.

Challenges
The NDP seeks to address, as far as is possible, the challenges that face the community of
Kingswood Parish. In summary these are: Co-existing young and ageing populations that each have particular demands in terms of their
affordable and market housing needs and accessibility to services.
Ensuring that Kingswood grows in a way that does not put unacceptable pressure on its
infrastructure, whilst providing for the needs of local people.
Maintaining and where possible, enhancing the environment of Kingswood, recognising that
whilst located in an outstanding landscape setting it is a settlement that contains considerable
industrial activity.
Maintaining Kingswood’s role as an area of agricultural value, along with the value this brings
in terms of jobs and economic prosperity.
Improving the services and facilities that Kingswood has which serve to support the rural
population and enable Kingswood village to be a thriving settlement.

Objectives of the Plan
The objectives of NDP as identified are as follows: To protect the open, green space that divides Kingswood from Wotton-under-Edge, Hillesley,
Wickwar, and Charfield.
To maintain, conserve and enhance the natural environment in respect of open spaces, public
views of the distinctive landscape and wildlife.
To preserve and promote the heritage contained within the parish.
To support sustainable development that is in keeping with the scale and character of the
parish
To support sustainable development that is in line with the defined needs of the community
and in particular enables the young and the elderly to continue to live in the parish.
To ensure that alternatives to car use are available. To ensure that the needs and safety of
pedestrians, particularly children and vulnerable groups are prioritised. To control vehicle
parking accordingly.
To support small business development and employment opportunities within the parish
To support the rural and agricultural businesses in the parish
To protect and improve the existing community, leisure and sport facilities for all age groups.
To support and maintain the provision of a village school with spaces for all primary school age
children living within the parish.
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Now please let us know what you think.
A 6 week Consultation will run from 12th October - 23rd November.
The full draft version is available on the website or printed copies can be made available on
request to the Clerk of the Parish Council.
Copies will be available in the Dinneywicks and the B&F Gym.
If you wish to discuss the draft NDP please come along to Kingswood Village Hall on Friday 23rd
October between 5pm and 7pm or on Saturday 14th November between 2pm and 4pm.

Please add your own comments on this page of the newsletter and return either by posting in the
box on The Chipping or by returning to the Clerk to Kingswood Parish Council. Comments can also
be submitted on the ‘Guestbook’ page at www.knp.btck.co.uk

Please tick one of the following boxes:  I agree with and support the emerging NDP for Kingswood.
 I disagree with the NDP for the following reasons.
I would like to make the following comments and suggestions: -

Name:
**Optional
Tel No.:

email:
All named comments received will be entered into a draw for a bottle of champagne
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Appendix 6 -Community Facilities and Highways Consultation in June 2015
Name
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18

Support
Y

Highways Comment
Community Facilities Comment
Have you fixed 50mph on any pf the roads. It is not safe.
These changes are just common sense
It is national Speed limit on Wotton Rod, Wickwar Rd and
Hillesley Road not 50mph
20mph through village
Speed bumps – Spar replace rumble strips outside KLB
More frequent express bus service to and from Bristol
Open Charfield Station
No school buses through Kingswood all through Wotton
Almost impossible to use the bus for work. I can’t rely on
connections and most journeys have a conection.
Hillesley Road – gaps in the pavement up to the Spar
Wider pavements to KLB. Buses to close in reach for people
tp touch them
More crossings like the one outside Crest Nicholson. Safety
Pavements
Zebra crossing by the spar.
Zebra crossing by the tennis courts on the way to KLB
Chestnut Park footpath loops should be disabled access
and the styles accessible from high street to playing field.
Zebra crossing , jogging path.
Path by Old farm ar new Road Mill ( the original footpath
to Wotton) is breaking down and is in poor condition
Walks from Kingswood ,
Clothes shop
Demark pedestrian areas in shared space road with white
lines to improve safety. Chestnut park in particular.
Cycles path to Wotton and KLB
Updating Charfield Road to 2 carriageway and ancillary
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19
20
21

cycle park
Improve cycle safety
Slow down traffic through Kingswood
Safe Cycle path to KLB , Wotton and skate park
Need new primary school to accommodate extra
children from new development
Water supply at the Cemetery
Coaching sessions for children at Tubbs Turf
Kingswood Tennis school
Good idea to extend the village hall
Great idea get as much as you can for the village
Excellent ideas fully support
I am in agreement with all the points for the village
hall
We are actively involved in Music and drama outside
Kingswood and would welcome the opportunity to
support events at the village hall if facilities were
provided.
Agreed with all
Great idea
Development proposals for consideration should be
obliged to contribute proportional improvements to
sewage, infrastructure , leisure and highways
Playing field is a good place for new school with
playing area.
If building new houses school should have more
places rather than the new children having to go to
Wotton School
Higher Quality developments, Bigger rooms, gardens,
parking, facilities shops
Maintain separation from Wotton and Charfield
Lack of usable open spaces in centre of the village.

22
23
24
25
26
27
28

29
30
31

32

33
34
35
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Perhaps turn cemetery into open space with seating
Viilage hall – extension required which could allow
access to kitchen to allow more options in the hall.
Village hall dates, knock it down and start again. Use
area for new school, playground and village hall .
Need more for the youngsters in the village youth
club at the village hall weekly monthly
More toilets please
Nature bit with signs and information for children
Information to us residents, Newsletter with comical
bits to keep us informed
Needs more children- build more houses, Not
enough space new school and playing field, Need
parking new school at village hall area.
Shame coffee shop closed – aplace for everyone to
meet, also teenagers use the village more and
update

36
37
38

39

40

41
42

43
44
45

46

Traffic, pedestrian crossing Rectory Road or Wickwar Road,
Reduce speed Wickwar Road and Charfield Road
No safe crossing point for Wickwar road
Cycle path to KLB and Wotton from centr of the
village/high street
Keep design of pavements clear that parking not to be
encouraged.+
Cycling Safety around Kingswood , extend the cycleway
around the Renishaw round about
Wotton Road Tennis Courts should be double yellow lines
outside tennis courts.
Build a zebra crossing by tennis courts for KLB students
Charfield Road, speed limits vehicles approach the 30mph
limit too fast to slow down for the pinch point opposite 1210 Charfield road without a pavement and large vehicles
using the road , limited visibility due to rise in the road.
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Pedestrian access to village hall for disabled child.
Jogging path to and from village hall and playground

47

48

49

There is a higher potential for accidents. Solution Reduce
limit from Renishaw Roundabout to Charfield Road 30mph
to 40mph and further reduce the 30mph limit to 20mph
through the barrow sections of road. In France narrow
sections of roads in villages are controlled by raised
sections of road/ speed bung for the full widths of the
road.
This is used with 30mph limits
Cycling- need a cycle track to get to Renishaw and
Charfield Road as Road is highly dangerous and likely to get
worse. Too dangerous to walk not sustainable.
B4058 congested at peak time, need cars to get anywhere.
Future is that Kingswood and Charfield will merge. Still no
shops and convenient buses. Bus review to Yate and
Doctors, park and ride Bath and Bristol services. No long
stay car park in Yate.
Coallecence of Kingswood and Charfield with all of the
expanding developments
Parking on paths over dropped kerbs . Not enough
dropped kerbs for wheel chairs user
Pedestrian crossing or smiley for motorist. Highways needs
to monitor the situation
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Appendix 7- Proposed level of Development – do you support more development?
Name/
Response
1

Charfield Road

Wickwar Road
Same as Charfield Road

Too many houses
Same as C/R

No
No

Same as C/R - Still too many houses all
at once.

No

5

Too much increase in percentage of
housing in the village. Infrastructure does
not support schooling, traffic and other
needs.
This is a village, Access Impossible
Unwanted, un-needed, Already had
massive expansion of village. This is
unsustainable and therefore threatens
social cohesion
Development should be gradual and
appropriate to the size of the village. This
would increase the size of the village by
over 25% at a stroke!
Already too much for the village

Support
Yes/.No
No

No

6

Too much development

7

Absurdly out of proportion, Hideous
prospect
Green field, too many new developments
already. Dangerous road, speed should be
40mph. School cannot take many more
children. Drains cannot cope now.

As C/R more houses cannot be
considered sustainable
Increase traffic on an already busy
road. Loss of light and privacy
Access impossible on a narrow curving
road with parking on both sides.
Same as C/R

Same as C/R

No

Same as C/R
Currently living in the first Taylor

No
No

2
3

4

8

9
10
11

Overall volume of housing in short time
frame.
Far too much development as it is
The case of the objection is that the village
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Chestnut Park

No
No
No

culture is threatened by bringing in
communities from inner cities via local
authority re-housing. Additionally to this
point over stretching services to the
detriment of the existing residents is
UNACCETABLE.
12

Wimpey development I can honestly
say, quality of housing is questionable
and shoddy!. Disruption was
unbearable while Chestnut Park was
being developed. Taylor Wimpey
reneged on promises to residents such
as ALLOTMENTS!
Same as C/R

No

Same as C/R
No
No

No
No

No
No
No

13
14
15

The village cannot support further housing
developments on this scale. Land should be
available for individual builds, not potential
ghettos.
Traffic Safety
No, unless its smaller homes/retirement
Type?, not good style

16

Too much already!

No

No

No

17

School? New School? Good for village

Yes

Yes

Yes

18

Detached Estate from village

No

No

No

19

Traffic/congestion

Traffic

No

No

20

Additional housing is not required in the
village.

Same as C/R

For the reason previously stated and
they will not be affordable as per the
last development. The other reason is
due to the chaos that already exists in
the village with car parking in the
following areas: 1) Chipping – outside
Pub and Shop – This is consistently full
of cars parking over the white lines
out onto Hillesley Road.
2) Wickwar Road- on going problem

No
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that does not seem to be addressed.
You have poor visibility whilst pulling
out of Hillesley Road junction due to
cars/vans and lorries parked on the
road, which is exacerbated by cars
with two wheels on the kerb opposite
the pub. 3) Walkmill Lane – cars
parking just around the corner , which
is dangerous and due to cars parking
outside the houses (understandably)
there is nowhere to pull in with cars
coming up Walkmill Lane. 4) Wotton
Road – Cars parking opposite the
tennis courts is very dangerous
causing problems for traffic in both
ways. Lastly, cars parking over the
pavement causing limited access for
wheelchairs, pushchairs etc. And in
places such as Bramley Close all down
both sides causing difficulty for
vehicles to get through at times. Do
people not think about Emergency
Vehicles getting through? This issue is
huge in the village and needs
addressing before anyone steps out
between these vehicles and gets
killed! Or a car being hit by another
because they have to pull out so far to
see up/down the road. Do we really
need extra houses and cars? No
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21

Not needed Kingswood is already over
developed. This site has poor access.

Nope!! Already a nightmare with cars
parking on the road making it difficult
to see up/down the road.

22

Enough brown field sites in Stroud.
Insufficient infrastructure, school, roads,
drainage. We have already had too many
houses in a very short period of time. Too
many houses – too soon after others. Will
change the nature of a VILLAGE to a town.
Destroy social cohesion.
The village needs time to include the two
recent developments. I want to keep
Kingswood a village and any further
development would bring it closer to a
town and lose all the advantages of living in
a small community.

All the reasons stated as Charfield
Road. Size and pace of development
Changing nature of village to town.
Infrastructure deficiencies – school,
roads, drainage. Destroying social
cohesion and social integration.

23

Same as C/R
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Not affordable. We looked at
purchasing one of these and the jump
between the price of our current
property and the massive jump to the
cost of a new one meant that we , as
people who have lived in Kingswood
for 20 years ( my wife lived here all of
her life)would need to move out of
the village if we want more space for
our growing family
Same as for Charfield Road and
Wickwar Road. Plus detriment to
village amenity – playing field and
village hall. Threat to cricket club
football club village hall use.

No

Same as C/R

No

No

Appendix 8 -Emerging NDP September 2015
Name/No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Agree/Di
sagree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree

Comments

13

Agree

14
15

Agree
Agree

16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree

No Comment
N/C
Too much Development
A village should remain a small village
A small (max 10) development of low cost homes and bungalows tied to the parish
N/C
N/C
N/C
N/C
N/C
N/C
As for elderly needs some clubs. For young people need some connection with local villages. Buses from train station.
Cycle route from Kingswood to Wotton, roads rural and dangerous.
More pavements especially Wickwar Road, if Permission build there .Larger school, more youth facilities, speed limit on
roads enforced, wild life to be protected, village life to remain Village
Safe walking to school, speed limits, money put into schools, up keep of local pub community garden.
I am very concerned about the safety of pedestrians within the village with all the ‘new’ houses being built – some
pavements are very narrow or not in existence – (along Wickwar Rd) and creating more traffic. More speeding and more
walkers/cyclists etc. Is going to be a dangerous combination!
Traffic and parking on the Chipping are now heavy enough!
Likes the park wishes more stuff for older kids i.e. swings
Likes the park wishes more stuff for older kids i.e. swings, likes the school
Rope tyre swing, Climb net, water fountain
Bigger football pitch and new turf to play on, new slide in playground
Safer road by spar
Bigger playground and paddle round-a-bout ,re tarmac Golden Lane, a crossing at Tubbs Turf

23

Agree

Parking in village needs to be addressed, reduce “through traffic” would be desirable for child safety.
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24

Agree

25
26

Agree
Agree

27

Agree

28

Agree

29

Agree

30
31
32

Agree
Agree
Agree

33

Agree

34

Agree

35

Agree

36

Agree

37
38

Agree
Agree

39

Agree

Youth Club,
Safe route to KLB
Roads far too dangerous and speed. Poor quality of road. No need for more housing.
There is no need for more housing – if this happens it will lose the ‘village feel’ and become more like a town akin to
Yate.
Transport links mean that people have to drive, increasing rise of accidents
20mph zone in Kingswood, Shuttle zone and lights at the cross roads on Wotton road, add cycle lane 3m up to
Wotton/KLB
Traffic north/south on Wotton road should be one way. Allows more controlled environment, parking by residents and a
safer situation for pedestrians.
Free access pass the War Memorial (walking).on-pavement parking to be sorted.
A safety path from Kingswood centre to KLB school
Having recently moved into the Village, we were interested in moving our children to the local school. However we were
unable to find room in the school years required. I’m surprised that the planned developments don’t make provision for
increasing primary education supply.
It is important that any new development provides supply services for the increase in population – whether that is a
bigger school, medical services and car parking.
Important to have some sort of crossing on the main road. (Old Rectory Road/Wickwar Road). This would help both
younger and old to cross the roads safely. Village shop very important to village.
Housing needs to be for everyone. Need more parking as too many cars parked by shop and MAKES JUNCTION VERY
DANGEROUS
To negotiate with any property developers to build a new school. To continue with 20mph speed limit. Thanks for all your
continued hard work.
Youth club , Musical activities , affordable housing, zebra crossing on Charfield road to get to school at KLB. Really scared!
I am particularly impressed with the thorough investigation /report on housing needs. The village is growing too quickly
and with housing that does not meet the needs of the villagers. This NDP takes into account the housing needs of
affordable housing whilst showing awareness of allowing the village community to thrive.
Need for low cost housing (small number) local facilities need to be up graded? Education facilities, increased pedestrian
safety/footpath network due to increasing number of vehicle journeys through the village.
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40

Agree

We need low cost houses for local families and housing for the older folks. Useful public transport for commuters to have
an option not to use cars., Pedestrian improvements for safety – especially school children and wheelchair/pushchair
users.
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Appendix - 9 Do You agree with the Vision and Objectives
Name/Response Support
/Agree
Yes/ No
1
Yes
2
Yes

3

No

4

Yes

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

13
14
15

Yes
Yes
Yes

Comments

Improvements to Leisure facilities – Sport - Tubbs Tennis Cricket, Football. Health Facilities – Doctors/Dentist, De-Fib
more investment in emergency services. Allotments -! They were promised by Taylor Wimpey. Further investment in
the park and hall.
Your NDP themes do not even mention industry? Much more attention to be paid to the industrial blight caused by
some selfish industries in the Parish.
I would like to see mentioned the church heritage in the vision statement. By this I mean the availability of regular
worship facilities within easy access (e.g. walking) of the village centre.
Not enough road safety
School, location?
Community Facilities

Highways safety – Crossing School/Playing fields
Please accept this as a statement of my agreement with and support for the plan and the Vision for our village.
Thanks to all involved in its preparation.
It is important that the name of the plan is Kingswood Village Neighbourhood Plan
Fine
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Appendix 10: Gladman Developments Regulation 14 Consultation
Response

See Separate Gladman Response

10
1

Appendix 11: Crest Nicholson (Agent: Pegasus) Regulation 14
Consultation Response

See Separate Pegasus Response
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Appendix 12: Persimmon Homes Response Regulation 14 Consultation
Response

See Separate Persimmon Homes Response
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